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Abstract 

The share of safety-critical systems in electronic and electrical (E/E) devices 
across multiple domains, especially in automotive industry, is growing at a constant 
rate. An unhandled failure of any component within the system may compromise the 
safety of the entire ecosystem. Therefore, regardless of the context of use and level of 
the hierarchy, all system components must follow the requirements of appropriate 
safety standard for the development process and in-field operation. In this context, the 
traditional built-in self-test (BIST) scheme must also meet the safety requirements 
defined in ISO 26262 in order to be approved for automotive applications. The paper 
presents a functional safety compliant BIST infrastructure concept that helps to ensure 
safe test execution throughout the entire System-on-Chip (SoC) lifecycle while 
maintaining high test quality. 
Keywords: Functional safety, Automotive, ISO 26262, ASIL, Built-in self-test, in-    
field test, Test and repair. 
Article info: Received 15 June 2021; accepted October 2021. 

1. Introduction

The automotive industry is currently one of the fastest growing sectors in the semiconductor 
industry. The growing demands of consumers for safety, reliability and increased safety 
requirements continue to drive the automotive market growth. The trend towards greater safety 
and better driving experience is forcing automakers to continually integrate a large number of 
electronic and electrical components into their vehicles, such as advanced driver assistance 
systems (ADAS) and in-vehicle infotainment (IVI). A few examples of such systems are 
adaptive cruise control, parking assist, emergency vehicle braking, lane change assist, etc. as the 
list continues to grow. 
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Functional safety sensitive systems are traditionally prone to using well-established 
technologies that provide high performance, reliability and lower production cost over the 
system lifecycle. However, given the growing demand, automakers have had to adopt solutions 
with increased processing power and communication performance, which require usage of 
relatively new technology nodes such as 3D transistors. Especially during the recent years, with 
increasing pressure and high competition in the consumer market, the time to market margin has 
drastically decreased. This trend creates additional challenges for automotive application 
developers and original equipment manufacturers (OEMs) to meet the demands for higher 
performance and energy efficiency along with natural requirements for safety, reliability and 
quality. As a result, the modern automotive industry faces a number of challenges that need to be 
addressed, including functional safety and reliability, quality of testing in the production process, 
as well as security and robustness. These various requirements can sometimes become 
conflicting and even mutually exclusive, making them difficult to fully meet.  

One of the most important aspects to consider in the automotive industry is the requirement 
for high quality testing. Here, special attention should be paid to the development of a reliable 
solution for test and repair, applicable not only at the production stage, but throughout the entire 
life cycle of the product, from the design stage to silicon bring up and series production right up 
to in-field operation. This is especially related to embedded memories, covering most of the 
system-on-a-chip (SoC) area and making a major contribution to achieving high performance 
and defective parts per billion (DPPB) rate. BIST has traditionally been the preferred approach 
for testing and repairing embedded memories, providing a reasonable trade-off between cost and 
achievable yield. Until recently, the existing BIST solutions were entirely focused on the SoC 
production phase to provide high fault coverage and optimal yield. However, today the situation 
has changed dramatically, especially in the automotive industry, given the recent breakthrough in 
the market. Currently, safety and security in mission mode are considered the highest priority 
requirements for vehicles, therefore, comprehensive testing capabilities are required not only at 
the production stage, but also in the field.  

Many techniques and new methods have already been proposed in the literature to address 
post-production testing problems that address specific aspects of testing. In [1] and [2], the 
concept of transparent memory BIST is described, where the key idea is to make the test 
execution transparent to the system, keeping the contents of the memory intact. Other versions of 
the transparent BIST architecture with improved coverage and test times were also introduced 
later in [3]-[5]. The implementation of memory and logic BIST for automotive SoCs described in 
[6] introduces several new features specifically designed for in-field testing. For example, the 
idea of non-destructive and destructive self-tests is presented. In the former case, test control 
units are not included in the test, allowing for more control in the field and planning of test 
procedures. Meanwhile, in the latter case, the entire device is tested, and after the test, a hard 
reset or system restart is required, as the system state is lost. In [7], a short burst-based BIST 
technique is introduced, where the idea is to divide the memory into smaller chunks and partition 
the BIST execution into a series of short bursts testing one chunk of the memory at a time. 

There are other works as well on this topic showing the benefits of using structural tests 
(mostly built-in) for field testing and diagnosis purposes. For example, [8] shows the trade-offs 
and benefits that the automotive field can gain by reusing production testing methods for in-
system testing. In addition to structural testing, other alternative methods recently proposed in 
the literature can also be adopted for in-field testing. This includes software-based self-test 
methods described in [9]-[10] and functional test methods, a good review of which can be found 
in [11]. 

Two other aspects related to in-field testing are the problem of integrated circuit aging in 
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mission mode and the importance of lifetime testing. With regard to aging, several methods of 
online aging monitoring are proposed, such as the architecture presented in [12], which is 
specially designed for safety-critical applications. The proposed built-in sensors work only when 
the car is turned on, therefore they are resistant to aging and threshold voltage fluctuations. 
Aging monitoring is done by observing propagation delays in critical parts of the chain. In [13], 
the authors carried out a study on aging faults investigation in the field and proposed an 
algorithmic method for the detection of aging-induced faults in an earlier stage of SoC lifetime. 
Meanwhile, the importance of adopting a functional approach to characterize the reliability and 
operating lifetime of SoCs is discussed in [14]. A new approach to automatically generate 
appropriate test patterns for use in the mission mode is presented, with experimental results 
demonstrating the advantages of the proposed method. 

The purpose of this paper is to combine the existing best practices and present the concept of a 
full-scale functional safety compliant solution for testing embedded memories in automotive 
SoCs with the help of the proposed universal BIST engine. In other words, the proposed BIST 
concept represents a one-stop test solution from production to in-field test. The next section of 
this paper provides an introduction to the ISO 26262 [14] standard and the certification process 
in automotive. Section 3 takes a closer look at the phases of automotive in-field testing and the 
various requirements they impose. The details of the proposed solution for automotive SoCs are 
described in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 draws the conclusions. 

 
 
2. Functional Safety and ISO 26262  
 
One of the key requirements to consider when developing any application for an automotive SoC 
is functional safety and reliability. Known requirements for applications critical in terms of 
functional safety, established in industries such as the military, nuclear and aerospace, are now 
being widely transferred to the automotive industry. The main goal of safety and reliability is to 
tolerate the risk of physical injury or of damage to the health of people. Safety primarily aims to 
reduce the risk of systematic as well as random hardware failures in the system during 
manufacturing or in-field operations. At the same time, reliability determines the probability that 
the system will perform the functions assigned to it in a given period of time. 

The increased attention to safety and reliability aspects in the automotive industry has led to 
the need for common criteria to measure the level of their compliance in the system. This was 
the reason for the emergence of ISO 26262 standard called “Road vehicles: Functional Safety”, 
which establishes the definitions and requirements for functional safety for automotive 
equipment applicable throughout the life cycle of all safety-oriented automotive E/E systems. 
ISO 26262 specifies requirements for achieving an acceptable level of functional safety for 
electrical and/or electronic systems intended for use in vehicles. Depending on meeting these 
requirements, the final product can be qualified with one of the four available Automotive Safety 
Integrity Levels (ASIL) A to D. 

ASIL refers to an abstract classification of the inherent safety risk in an automotive system or 
elements of such a system. The ASIL classification is used in ISO 26262 to express the level of 
risk reduction required to avoid a particular hazard, where ASIL-D is the highest level and 
ASIL-A is the lowest level. The ASIL evaluated for that hazard is then assigned to the safety 
goal established to eliminate that hazard, and then inherited by the safety requirements resulting 
from that goal. ASIL is determined based on a combination of the probability of exposure, the 
possible controllability by the driver, and the severity of the possible consequences in case 
critical event occurs. 
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The general ASIL certification process for random hardware faults in automotive products 
consists of the following main steps: 

1. The product is handed over to the certification body. 
2. Safety Goal Violations (SGVs) of the product are determined: 

o Safety Goal (SG) is a safety requirement imposed on a product in order to reduce the 
risk of one or more hazardous events to an acceptable level; 

o Safety Goal Violation (SGV) is a violation of a safety goal due to product 
malfunction. 

3. The failure modes (FM) of the product are defined: 
o Faults that lead directly to the violation of a safety goal are called Single Point Faults 

(SPFs); 
o MPFs (Multiple Point Faults) are a combination of two or more independent faults 

leading directly to the violation of a safety goal. 
4. Diagnostics Coverage (DC) for each FM and SGV is calculated: 

o At this stage, the certification body determines the impact of each FM on each SGV 
and calculates the corresponding DC of the product able to detect that impact. 

5. ASIL-X level is defined based on the DC numbers: 
o Based on the obtained DC number, the ASIL level of the product is determined from 

Table 1. 
6. FIT rate of the product is calculated: 

o Using known formulas, the certification body calculates the FIT rate of the product. 
7. FMEDA report is prepared: 

o The FMEDA report contains all the information obtained during the certification 
process including SGVs, FMs, DCs, ASIL and FIT numbers. 

8. The certification body provides the ASIL-X level compliance certificate. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Probabilistic Metric for random Hardware Failures (PMHF) is yet another quantitative analysis 

method used in the scope of ISO 26262, which defines the average probability of failure per hour 
over the operational lifetime of the item. The formula for PMHF estimation looks like the 
following: 

  PMHF = λSPF + λRF + λDPF_detected × λDPF_latent × TLifetime 

where 

 λSPF   is the single point failure rate; 

 λRF   is the residual failure rate; 

 λDPF_detected  is the detected and notified dual point failure rate; 

 λDPF_latent  is the latent dual point failure rate (mitigated but not notified); 

 TLifetime   is the vehicle lifetime. 

Table 1. ASIL and FIT requirements 
ASIL SPF MPF FIT Rate 

ASIL B ≥ 90 % ≥ 60 % 100 (recommended) 

ASIL C ≥ 97 % ≥ 80 % 100 (required) 

ASIL D ≥ 99 % ≥ 90 % 10 (required) 
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2. Silicon Lifecycle Test Requirements 
 
ISO 26262 defines clear requirements for all products before they can be used in vehicles, and 
the components responsible for built-in self-test and repair are no exception. In the past, the 
primary requirement was the test quality and the timely detection of manufacturing defects. In 
the automotive industry, the picture is different since the safety enters the scene. In order to 
better understand automotive requirements, we need to take a closer look at the various stages of 
the SoC life cycle and the key test requirements that need to be considered in each stage. In fact, 
the SoC life cycle can be divided into three main modes: production, power-on and mission 
modes. 
 
A. Production Mode 
 
In the automotive industry, as in any other high-tech industry, achieving efficient yield is a vital 
requirement. Therefore, it is crucial to have a comprehensive test and repair mechanism with all 
the necessary capabilities. To do this, at the design stage, test structures are most often built into 
the chip for test, repair and diagnosis purposes. The built-in structures provide the chip ability to 
self-test itself, reducing the complexity of test setup and the cost of using sophisticated test 
equipment as well as shortening time to market.  

The first step to building a comprehensive test BIST infrastructure is to understand the full 
range of realistic fault models for the various memory architectures and technologies that will be 
used on the chip. Memory faults are an abstract representation of physical defects that can occur 
during the chip production phase. However, not only the faults occurring in the memory array 
need to be taken into account, but also the faults occurring in the surrounding blocks of the 
memory array, including the address decoder, the write driver, the sense amplifier, etc., must 
also be taken into account. Once a set of target faults has been determined, test algorithms need 
to be developed to ensure complete fault coverage and optimal yield. 
 
B. Power-On Mode 

 
Maintaining test structures active in the SoC even after the production phase is a particular 
requirement for applications focused on functional safety. Over time, the circuits wear out and 
negative effects can begin to appear within a few years after production, or even a couple of 
months in the worst case. The aging effect is the most common problem and is usually defined as 
the degradation of circuit performance over time. The effects of aging can include increased 
power consumption, reduced speed, timing delays, which can eventually lead to failures and 
malfunction of the system. With the rapid reduction of technology nodes, the effects of aging 
have increased significantly and can no longer be ignored, especially in applications such as 
automotive. The main causes of aging are the effects of negative bias temperature instability 
(NBTI) and hot carrier injection (HCI), but recently the positive bias temperature instability 
(PBTI) effect has also increased in importance. 

Unlike the production phase, in-field test requirements are more stringent due to space, power 
and time constraints. Therefore, a test solution from a production mode cannot fully meet these 
criteria, so alternative solutions are usually offered. It is not necessary to consider all 
manufacturing defects during power-on testing, since as the study [13] shows only a subset of 
these defects may appear due to aging or electromigration. The power-on test starts whenever the 
engine is turned on and the main purpose is to quickly check if all devices are working properly 
before the system goes into mission mode, or otherwise report if any problem is detected. For the 
power-on test, it appears that the only known limitation is the test time, which must remain in the 
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certain range. Therefore, unlike production testing, this mode uses lighter complexity test 
algorithms that target only the most common types of permanent faults. Sometimes, depending 
on the application, the power off or key off mode is also used for this purpose to perform 
additional checks before shutting down the engine. 

 
C. Mission Mode 
 

After successful completion of the power-on phase, the system enters the mission mode. 
Mission mode is the most critical mode, as the reaction time is extremely limited if something 
goes wrong, otherwise it can lead to fatal consequences. In mission mode, failures usually occur 
either due to soft errors, or permanent faults resulting from aging. Therefore, in this mode two 
categories of test mechanisms can be distinguished, depending on whether they are always active 
or are activated periodically. 

The first category includes mechanisms such as Error Correction Codes (ECC), which 
constantly check whether data or address integrity is maintained during in-field operation. The 
main requirement in this case is to minimize the time from the detection of a problem to warning 
message delivery to the system. The primary goal of such test mechanisms is the detection of 
soft errors, which are usually caused by alpha particles and cosmic rays hitting the integrated 
circuits [16]-[17]. Soft errors, compared to hard errors, are temporary and do not cause 
permanent damage. However, with the growing safety and reliability concerns in the automotive 
industry, detecting and correcting these types of errors in mission mode is critical. 

The second category includes test mechanisms that are periodically activated to test system 
components that are not always available. For example, memory and logic BIST cannot run 
continuously, as memory and other logic blocks may be occupied by the system. Only when the 
memory or the other blocks are freed by the system they can be checked for faults. The tests in 
this category are called mission periodic tests. The periodic check runs once during the safety 
interval, which is defined in the system specification as the period of time during which a failure 
can occur. There are a number of challenges that need to be addressed by a periodic memory 
test: 

1. The specific memory instances can be tested only when they are in an idle state 
2. The allotted time for a memory test is usually not enough to test the entire memory 

macro 
3. The content of the tested memories must be preserved intact by the test 
4. When an interrupt command is received from the system, the memory test should be 

stopped and restarted only after the memory is freed. 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Therefore, advanced methods are applied to divide the test into parts, and each time execute 

one part of the entire test. This means only a predefined subset of memory cells is tested during 
each test session. It is important to note that the state after each test session must be saved in the 

Fig. 1. Periodic test in the field: blue-colored blocks are in idle state,  
green-colored blocks are in mission and orange-colored blocks are in test mode. 
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system in order to continue the test from exactly the same place when starting the next session. 
Fig. 1 shows an example of periodic in-field test at different points in time. In the first scenario, 
all memory blocks are idle, neither is being used by the system, nor being tested. In the second 
scenario, the memory blocks M1, M2, M8, M9, and M12 are in mission mode while M3, M5, 
M10, M14 and M16 are in test mode. Finally, in the third scenario, memory blocks M8, M12, 
M13 and M15 have been released by the system and can be put into test mode while M3 and M5 
have been fully tested and are called into mission by the system. 
 
2. BIST Architecture for Automotive SoCs 
 

Fig. 2 shows a proposed BIST memory architecture for automotive SoCs. It consists of the 
following blocks: 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• Test Algorithm Register - the proposed BIST architecture contains a set of predefined test 
algorithms designed to test and provide high fault coverage for different memory 
technologies. Specifically, fault coverage includes: 

o static single-cell and coupling faults 
o dynamic single-cell and coupling faults 
o links between static and dynamic faults 
o process variation faults 
o other technology-specific faults 

In addition to the comprehensive set of predefined test algorithms, it is possible to program 
new test algorithms or modify the existing ones if necessary. For this purpose, a 
programming interface is provided not only for adding new test algorithms, but also for 
new test operations, addressing types and background data patterns. In the case of 
automotive, in production mode, runtime and performance requirements are usually 
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Fig. 2. The Proposed Automotive BIST Architecture. 
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sacrificed in favor of higher fault coverage, which means that complex but robust test 
algorithms are generally recommended. 

• Test Algorithm Container - allows to store test algorithms at the design stage, and then 
select the appropriate one for launching in power-on and mission periodic modes. Thus, by 
default, along with the predefined complex test algorithms for production mode, two or 
more shorter test algorithms are included in the test suite with reduced length, designed for 
power-on and mission modes. Unlike production mode, access to the built-in test in these 
modes can be granted through a dedicated test interface since after production access via 
JTAG test access port (TAP) is usually prohibited for security reasons. In addition to the 
self-test capability, a quick self-repair mechanism is also provided through the same 
interface to quickly start the repair procedure after the test is completed. 

• BIST Controller - applies selected test algorithms to memory, and also provides a number 
of functions necessary for testing automotive SoCs: 

o The “Self-Test” function allows to check if the BIST circuit itself is working 
correctly. This especially concerns the logic units, which are responsible for 
collecting and sending the SoC state information to the outside world. The reason 
for such a test is that in case anything goes wrong, incorrect system status 
information may be captured, compromising the overall safety of the vehicle and 
the driver. A flexible error injection mechanism is provided for this purpose, 
which allows to inject errors into the memory array and surrounding blocks. 

o The proposed solution also helps to address the challenges related to periodic test. 
Due to critical time constraints, complex test algorithms cannot be used for in-
field test, however, periodically running simpler test algorithm compensates and 
minimizes the risk of possible fault escapes to some extent. Depending on the 
specified interval length, either the test can be performed over the entire memory 
space or over a range of memory addresses using the “Address Range Select” 
function. 

o Another more advanced feature is the capability to make the test algorithm 
execution transparent. This is especially important to store the content of 
memories containing sensitive data during the periodic test. The scheduling of a 
periodic test execution is determined by the system's main processor, as it 
depends on many factors, including the length of the available test interval, 
memory availability, power restrictions, etc. For that purpose, the ability to run a 
periodic test on selected memory blocks is also provided. 

• Finally, the “Test Abort” function is provided, which allows to stop the test execution and 
return the memory to mission mode in case of a request from the system. 

The proposed BIST architecture makes it possible not only to test, but also to repair faulty 
memories. During the test phase a set of detected faults with information about their location is 
stored in a dedicated area in the top control unit. For this purpose, an array of one-time or 
reprogrammable electrical fuses is usually used to store this data. After the BIST run is complete, 
a self-repair procedure is started based on the stored information. At the beginning of this 
process, a redundancy analysis is performed to read the configuration of redundant elements 
(rows and columns) and fault locations, and then to determine the best redundancy allocation 
scheme for repair. If such a scheme is found, then the repair procedure is launched and all the 
faulty rows and columns in the memory array are replaced with redundant counterparts. Only 
after the successful repair, memory is declared ready for operation.  

Optionally, a powerful diagnostic capability is also part of the proposed solution in case 
debugging and understanding of the root cause of detected faults is required. The developed test 
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algorithms take as input a list of detected faults and determine the type of faults and attempt to 
identify common physical defect patterns, whether it is a single cell defect, a two-cell defect, a 
quadruple defect, a row/column defect, and so on. After the diagnosis is completed, a detailed 
report is generated with information about the types of faults found and the observed patterns of 
physical defects. 
 
 
5. Conclusions 
 
Functional safety has become increasingly important over the past decade, and especially with 
the introduction of the ISO 26262 standard, new requirements are placed on automotive SoCs 
and, ultimately, on all the components that they consist of. This paper presents the concept of an 
embedded memory self-test and repair solution that meets all functional safety requirements 
throughout the SoC's life cycle, including production, power-on, and mission modes. 
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Ամփոփում 

 
Անվտանգության նկատմամբ զգայուն համակարգերի մասնաբաժինը 

էլեկտրոնային և էլեկտրական սարքերում տարբեր ոլորտներում, հատկապես 
ավտոմոբիլային արդյունաբերության մեջ, աճում է շարունակական տեմպերով: 
Համակարգի ներսում որևէ բաղադրիչի չվերահսկվող խափանումը կարող է վտանգել 
ամբողջ համակարգի ապահովությունը: Հետևաբար, անկախ օգտագործման 
կոնտեքստից և հիերարխիայի մակարդակից, համակարգի բոլոր բաղադրիչները 
պետք է հետևեն մշակման և աշխատանքային ռեժիմում շահագործման գործընթացի 
համար անվտանգության համապատասխան ստանդարտի պահանջներին: Այս 
համատեքստում ավանդական ներկառուցված ինքնաթեստավորման սխեման (ՆԹՀ) 
պետք է նաև համապատասխանի ISO 26262-ով սահմանված անվտանգության 
պահանջներին, որպեսզի թույլատրվի ավտոմոբիլային կիրառությունների համար: 
Հոդվածը ներկայացնում է ֆունկցիոնալ անվտանգության համապատասխան ՆԹՀ 
ենթակառուցվածքի հայեցակարգ, որը երաշխավորում է ապահով թեստավորում 
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Аннотация 
 

Доля критических с точки зрения безопасности систем в электронных и электрических  
устройствах во многих областях, особенно в автомобильной промышленности, растет на 
постоянной основе. Необработанный отказ любого из компонентов системы может 
поставить под угрозу безопасность всецелой системы. Поэтому, независимо от контекста 
использования и уровня иерархии, все компоненты системы должны соответствовать 
требованиям подходяшего стандарта безопасности для процесса разработки и 
эксплуатации в полевом режиме. В этом контексте традиционная схема встроенной 
системы самотестирования (ВСТ) также должна соответствовать требованиям 
безопасности, определенным в ISO 26262, чтобы быть одобренной для автомобильных 
приложений. В этой работе представлена концепция инфраструктуры ВСТ, отвечающая 
требованиям функциональной безопасности, которая помогает обеспечить безопасное 
тестирование на протяжении всего жизненного цикла системы на кристалле, при этом 
сохраняя высокое качество тестирования. 

Ключевые слова: функциональная безопасность, автомобильная промышленность, 
ISO 26262, система встроенного самотестирования, тестирование в полевом режиме, 
тестирование и ремонт. 
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Abstract 

 
During the last decade, deep convolutional neural networks have significantly 

advanced the single image super-resolution techniques reconstructing realistic textural 
and spatial details. In classical image super-resolution problems, it is assumed that the 

low-resolution image has a certain downsampling degradation. However, complicated 

image degradations are inevitable in real-world scenarios, and motion blur is a 

common type of image degradation due to camera or scene motion during the image 
capturing process. This work proposes a fully convolutional neural network to 

reconstruct high-resolution sharp images from the given motion blurry low-resolution 

images. The deblurring subnetwork is based on multi-stage progressive architecture, 
while the super-resolution subnetwork is designed using the multi-scale channel 

attention modules. A simple and effective training strategy is employed where a pre-

trained frozen deblurring module is used to train the super-resolution module. The 
deblurring module is unfrozen in the last training phase. Experiments show that, 

unlike the other methods, the proposed method reconstructs relatively small structures 

and textural details while successfully removing the complex motion blur. The 

implementation code and the pre-trained model are publicly available at 
https://github.com/misakshoyan/joint-motion-deblur-and-sr.  

Keywords: Motion deblurring, super-resolution, channel attention. 
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1. Introduction 

Single image super-resolution (SISR) addresses the problem of recovering a sharp, high-

resolution (HR) image from a given low-resolution (LR) image. The super-resolution (SR) 

problem has become very popular during the last decade. Its solution is beneficial for a wide 

range of applications such as object detection, object recognition, surveillance, etc. Image SR is 

an ill-posed problem since multiple possible HR images correspond to a single LR image. 
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In classical SR problems, the LR image is assumed to be the bicubically downsampled 

version of the HR image with known or small degradations. However, complicated image 

degradations are inevitable in real-world scenarios, and image blur is a common type of image 

degradation.  During the image capturing process, the LR image may be degraded by various 

blur effects, such as motion blur, resulting from camera or scene motion during the exposure. 

Therefore, upscaling LR images with the SR technique will cause distorted HR results. So, it is 

essential to effectively combine deblurring and SR techniques to address the motion blurry 

image super-resolution problem. The motion deblurring problem is also highly ill-posed as 

multiple possible deblurred images correspond to a single motion blurry image. In this work, the 

problem of restoring the HR sharp image from a given motion blurry LR image is addressed. 

The image degradation process consists of two parts for the motion blurry image super-

resolution problem: blurring and downsampling. So, to tackle this joint problem, both deblurring 

and SR problems should be solved. During the last decade, deep convolutional neural networks 

and transformer-based [1] architectures have significantly advanced the image deblurring [2-7] 

and SR [8-12] techniques. Although both the image deblurring [2-7] and SR [8-12] methods 

generate state-of-the-art results, naively cascading them sequentially does not reconstruct blurry 

images well, as it is shown in [13]. There are several reasons: first, the error estimated from the 

first module will be magnified by the second module leading to error accumulation. Second, 

these two tasks are correlated, and it is sub-optimal to employ the feature extraction and image 

reconstruction phases twice. The features extracted from the deblurring module can be reused in 

the SR module to reconstruct the spatial details of the image. 

Several recent methods jointly solve the motion blurry image super-resolution problem. 

Zhang et al. [14] proposed a dual-branch architecture to extract deblurring and SR features 

parallel and fuse them by the recursive gate module. However, the proposed deblurring and SR 

modules extract independent features, leading to sub-optimal results when blur is significant. 

Shoyan et al. [13] propose a single branch architecture by reusing the features extracted by the 

hierarchical layers of MPRNet [3] for image super-resolution. They refine the features extracted 

by MPRNet [3] and propagate them to the reconstruction module. However, their reconstruction 

module is not large enough to fully reuse the features extracted from the deblurring module. 

Recently, the NTIRE 2021 Image Deblurring Challenge [15] was held where the Image 

Deblurring track 1 (low resolution) addresses the joint image deblurring and super-resolution 

problem. Several methods were proposed under the competition track 1 in the challenge. Bai et 

al. [16] developed a cascaded non-local residual network (CNLRN). The deblurring subnetwork 

is based on encoder-decoder architecture like SRN [2]. As a super-resolution subnetwork, they 

develop a non-local residual network to increase the resolution of the reconstructed features 

progressively. They propose a non-local block based on the self-attention mechanism [1] and use 

it in the SR subnetwork, thus achieving the 3rd PSNR [17] / SSIM [18] / LPIPS [19] scores in the 

NTIRE 2021 challenge [15]. However, as shown in Fig. 1, their method fails to remove the 

complex motion blur and recover enough sharpness for relatively small structures present in the 

LR blurry image. Also, the proposed network has a large number of parameters (~81M) and, 

therefore, has high computational complexity. Xi et al. [20] proposed a pixel-guided dual-branch 

attention network (PDAN). They design a residual spatial and channel attention module (RSCA) 

for feature extraction. They propose a Hard Pixel Example Mining (HPEM) loss to pay more 

attention to pixels with complicated degradation. Their method achieves the 2nd PSNR/SSIM 

scores in the NTIRE 2021 challenge [15]. However, the network performance mainly depends on 

the deep architecture and synthesized dataset. The network has about 61M parameters and 

considerable computational complexity as [16]. Also, the source code, pre-trained model, and 

network implementation details, such as the number of blocks used in feature extraction, 

reconstruction, and deblurring modules, are not publicly available, making their results non-

reproducible. Xu et al. [21] proposed an enhanced deep pyramid network (EDPN). They adjust a 
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video restoration architecture to the blurry image super-resolution problem. Five replicated 

images are generated from the input image and fed into the network to extract the degraded LR 

image’s self-scale and cross-scale similarity information. Their proposed pyramid progressive 

transfer (PPT) module performs feature alignment on the replicated images while the pyramid 

self-attention (PSA) module fuses the aligned features. The proposed network achieves the 1st 

PSNR/SSIM/LPIPS scores in the NTIRE 2021 challenge [15]. However, no pre-trained model is 

available for reproducing the results. Also, the publicly available source code is one of the 

ablation studies and has inconsistencies with some implementation details described in the paper. 

 

Blurry LR image 

 

Ground truth HR 

 

Blurry LR input 

 

Shoyan et al. 

 

CNLRN 

 

Proposed method 

Fig. 1. Qualitative comparison between Shoyan et al. [13], CNLRN [16], and the proposed method. 

Please zoom in for the best view. 

To tackle the problems mentioned above, a single branch architecture is proposed to 

effectively estimate the HR sharp image from the given motion blurry LR image. As shown in 

Fig. 1 (as well as in the Results section), in contrast to the other methods, the proposed method 

removes the complex motion blur from the small structures full of edges and generates an HR 

sharp image closer to the ground truth. Compared to the architectures suggested in [16] and [20], 

the proposed method has fewer parameters and, therefore, less computational complexity (see 

the Results section). Since MPRNet [3] generates contextually and spatially enriched features in 

its 3rd stage, the proposed architecture reuses these deblurring features in the reconstruction 

module to recover the HR sharp image. The reconstruction module is designed based on multi-

scale channel attention modules (MS-CAM) [22] to process the small structures better. To train 

the whole network, a simple and effective training strategy is employed where 1) firstly, the 

deblurring module is trained, then 2) the SR module is trained using the pre-trained frozen 

deblurring module, and finally, 3) the deblurring module is unfrozen for joint end-to-end 

training. 

The contributions of this paper are as follows: 

 An end-to-end single branch architecture is proposed to effectively reconstruct the HR sharp 

image from the given motion blurry LR image. 

 A reconstruction module is designed based on MS-CAM blocks [22] to better process the small 
structures in the LR blurry image. 

 A simple and effective training strategy is exploited where the pre-trained frozen deblurring 

module is used as a feature extractor to train the SR module. Then the whole network is jointly 

trained with the unfrozen deblurring module. 

The source code and the pre-trained model are publicly available at 

https://github.com/misakshoyan/joint-motion-deblur-and-sr. 

 

https://github.com/misakshoyan/joint-motion-deblur-and-sr
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2. Related Work 

This section briefly reviews the motion deblurring, super-resolution, motion blurry super-

resolution techniques and the related attention mechanism. 

Motion deblurring. The motion deblurring problem for dynamic scenes is highly ill-posed 

since the blur kernel is spatially varying and unknown (non-uniform blind deblurring problem). 

Conventional blind motion deblurring methods jointly estimate the blur kernel and sharp image 

by solving computationally expensive optimization problems [23, 24]. Simplified priors are 

employed to regularize the solution space, such as dark channel prior [24], total-variation prior 

[23], etc. However, the simplified assumptions on the blur model make these techniques non-

generalizable for real-world applications. 

Recently, deep convolutional neural networks (CNN) have achieved significant success in 

image deblurring [2-7]. Since the blur kernel estimation is not practical in real-world 

applications, recent methods directly map the blurry image to the corresponding sharp image by 

designing an end-to-end image deblurring architecture. Nah et al. [6] proposed a deep multi-scale 

CNN called DeepDeblur to mimic the conventional coarse-to-fine optimization approaches. Tao 

et al. [2] proposed a scale recurrent network (SRN) and improved the DeepDeblur [6] network 

by sharing the network weights at different scales where each scale employs an encoder-decoder 

architecture. Zamir et al. [3] proposed a multi-stage progressive image restoration architecture 

called MPRNet. They employ an encoder-decoder subnetwork in the first and second stages to 

learn contextually enriched features due to large receptive fields. In contrast to the first and 

second stages, the last stage does not contain a downsampling operation. It employs a single-

scale pipeline to generate spatially enriched features via channel attention blocks (CAB) [3]. A 

supervised attention module (SAM) is introduced to control the information flow between the 

stages, which refines the features before propagating them to the next stage. The MPRNet 

achieves competitive results in motion deblurring, image denoising, and deraining problems. 

Chu et al. [7] further improved the MPRNet results by exploring the statistics distribution 

inconsistency between training (with image patches) and testing (with full-size image) phases. 

They argue that the operations, which aggregate the global spatial statistics along the entire 

spatial dimension, may lead to a statistics distribution shift between training and testing phases 

since different size images are used in these phases. This statement mainly refers to the global 

average pooling operation used in CAB. To address this issue, they propose a test-time local 

statistics converter (TLSC) mechanism to calculate the mean value in a local window for each 

pixel rather than calculating a single mean value for the entire spatial dimension. They replace 

the global average pooling layer of CAB with TLSC-based local average pooling layers for each 

pixel at the test-time without re-training or fine-tuning the network. Zamir et al. [4] proposed a 

transformer-based [1] encoder-decoder architecture called Restormer. They calculate the self-

attention [1] across channels rather than the spatial dimension, thus implicitly encoding the 

global context with linear complexity.  

Super-Resolution.  Like the motion deblurring problem, the SR problem is also highly ill-

posed. Early approaches employ interpolation techniques such as bicubic and bilinear 

interpolations [25, pp. 77-78]. Some methods rely on other techniques such as neighbor 

embedding [26], sparse coding [27], etc. CNN-based methods [8-10] have achieved 

unprecedented success in single image SR during the last decade. Zhang et al. [8] designed a 

very deep residual channel attention network (RCAN). They focus on learning high-frequency 

information by employing residual in residual structure with long and short skip connections to 

bypass the abundant low-frequency information. The channel attention (CA) mechanism is 

proposed to model the interdependencies among feature channels inspired by the Squeeze and 

Excitation mechanism [28]. They design residual channel attention block (RCAB) using Conv-

RELU-Conv structure followed by CA block and construct the network based on RCABs. Dai et 
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al. [9] designed a second-order attention network (SAN) by introducing second-order channel 

attention (SOCA) block to learn the channel-wise feature interdependencies better and to focus 

on more informative features using second-order channel statistics. They exploit share-source 

skip connections to bypass more abundant low-frequency information present in the LR image. 

Niu et al. [10] proposed a holistic attention network (HAN) based on RCAN [8]. The proposed 

layer attention module (LAM) allows the network to learn the interrelationships between features 

of different layers and focus on more informative layers. A channel-spatial attention module 

(CSAM) is introduced to learn the inter-channel and intra-channel dependencies for the last layer 

of the network. 

However, the discussed SR methods assume known or small degradations and amplify the 

blur present in the LR image, as shown in [13]. Therefore, the SR network needs also to 

incorporate motion deblurring techniques. 

Joint motion deblurring and super-resolution. Several recent methods solve the motion 

blurry image super-resolution problem by incorporating motion deblurring and SR techniques in 

a unified network. Zhang et al. [14] proposed a gated fusion network (GFN) to extract deblurring 

and SR features separately by designing a dual-branch architecture. The gate module fuses these 

features, and the reconstruction module generates an HR sharp image using the fused features. 

However, in their design, the SR branch operates on the blurry LR image, which limits the 

reconstruction ability of the network to generate sharp HR results, as shown in [13]. 

In contrast to GFN, Shoyan et al. [13] proposed a single branch architecture. They suggest 

reusing the features extracted by the hierarchical layers of MPRNet [3] since it generates 

contextually and spatially enriched features in its deep layers. These features are then refined and 

fed to the reconstruction module to generate the four times upscaled sharp HR image. However, 

it seems that their reconstruction module could be a bit larger to reuse the features extracted from 

the deblurring module fully. 

Several methods were proposed in the scope of NTIRE 2021 Image Deblurring Challenge 

[15] under the Image Deblurring track 1 (low resolution) to solve the joint motion deblurring and 

SR problem. Bai et al. [16] cascaded the deblurring and super-resolution modules in a unified 

network. The deblurring module employs an encoder-decoder architecture like SRN [2], without 

a recurrent mechanism.  As a super-resolution subnetwork, they develop a non-local residual 

network that contains RCABs [8] and self-attention-based [1] non-local blocks. The non-local 

block aims to model the global information for residual blur removal. A gradient loss function is 

developed to preserve the edges of the reconstructed HR image. They also propose a progressive 

upsampling mechanism to increase the resolution of the reconstructed features progressively and 

achieve the top-3 PSNR [17] / SSIM [18] / LPIPS [19] scores in the low-resolution track 1 of the 

NTIRE 2021 challenge [15]. However, as shown in Fig.1 (see also the Results section), this 

method fails to recover enough sharpness in its HR output when the relatively small structures of 

the LR blurry image are full of edges. Also, the non-local blocks and progressive upsampling 

mechanism have considerable computational complexity due to the self-attention mechanism [1]. 

In addition, the deblurring module has about 70M parameters because of the large convolutional 

kernel size. 

Xi et al. [20] proposed a pixel-guided dual-branch attention network. The proposed residual 

spatial and channel attention module aims to better extract informative features by fusing cross-

channel and spatial information. The deblurring module is based on an encoder-decoder 

architecture that employs residual blocks. Unlike the other architectures, the deblurring module 

is used only in the training stage for computational efficiency and helps the network extract and 

learn more useful deblurring information. The SR module is mainly composed of convolutional 

layers and pixel shuffling layers [29]. They argue that some pixels of the LR degraded image 

may contain a large amount of blur and downsampling degradation. In contrast, the other pixels 

may be only affected by downsampling, so they propose the Hard Pixel Example Mining loss to 
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pay more attention to pixels with complicated degradation. Their network achieves top-2 

PSNR/SSIM scores on track 1 of the NTIRE 2021 challenge [15]. However, the network has 

considerable computational complexity as [16] since it has about 61M parameters. Unlike other 

methods, the network’s performance depends on the additionally synthesized dataset (~72K 

images) used to fine-tune the network. In addition, the source code and the implementation 

details of the network (such as the number of blocks used in feature extraction, reconstruction, 

and deblurring modules) are not publicly available for researchers to reproduce the results. 

Xu et al. [21] adjusted a video restoration architecture to the blurry image super-resolution 

problem by feeding five replicated images into the network to fully exploit the degraded LR 

image's self-scale and cross-scale similarity information. Their proposed pyramid progressive 

transfer (PPT) module employs a pyramid structure and aims to generate attention masks to 

progressively transfer the self-similarity information. The pyramid self-attention (PSA) module 

aggregates and reweights the transferred features with a pyramid structure. Their proposed 

network achieves the best PSNR/SSIM/LPIPS scores in the NTIRE 2021 Image Deblurring 

Challenge [15]. However, the pre-trained model is not provided for researchers. The publicly 

available source code is one of the ablation studies of EDPN that has some inconsistencies with 

the paper. Therefore, the method results are not reproducible, like [20]. 

Attention mechanism. The attention mechanism aims to mimic the human visual perception 

to pay attention to the informative part of the input. The self-attention [1] mechanism allows 

modeling the global dependencies between each word in a sentence or pixel in the image. Hu et 

al. [28] proposed the Squeeze and Excitation block (SE) to model the interdependencies between 

the feature channels. Dai et al. [9] designed the second-order channel attention block by 

replacing the global average pooling operation of the SE block with the global covariance 

pooling operation [9] to capture higher-order feature statistics for more discriminative 

representations. To solve the problems of scale variation and small objects, Dai et al. [22] 

designed the multi-scale channel attention module (MS-CAM) for aggregating both the local and 

global feature contexts within the channel attention. The global average pooling operation 

employed in the SE block emphasizes the globally distributed large objects while potentially 

ignoring the locally distributed small objects. Therefore, in addition to the global branch, a local 

branch is added into SE to simultaneously aggregate the global and local contexts within a multi-

scale channel attention mechanism. 

 

3. Proposed Method 

This work proposes a single-branch network architecture to solve the joint motion deblurring and 

SR problem. Unlike the existing methods, the proposed method successfully reconstructs the 

relatively small degraded structures (see the Results section). The network reuses the 

contextually and spatially enriched features generated by MPRNet [3] for image super-

resolution. The SR module is designed by employing residual in residual structure based on 

multi-scale channel attention modules (MS-CAM [22]), which simultaneously aggregate the 

local and global feature contexts within the channel attention to better process the small objects. 

Network Architecture. To solve the motion deblurring and SR problems jointly, the 

network should extract both contextually and spatially informative features. The encoder-

decoder architectures [2, 4] are effective in encoding the contextually informative features, 

which are helpful for the motion deblurring problem. The single-scale pipelines [8-10] extract 

spatially-enriched features that are informative for the SR task. The MPRNet [3] naturally offers 

a twofold functionality since it employs both encoder-decoder and single-scale pipelines.  

The proposed network consists of three main parts: deblurring, feature transformation, and 

super-resolution (see Fig. 2). 
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Deblurring Module. The deblurring module is based on MPRNet [3] and employs multi-

stage progressive architecture with three stages (see Fig. 2). An encoder-decoder architecture is 

employed in the first and second stages of MPRNet based on U-Net architecture [30] to generate 

contextually informative features due to the large receptive field. Each scale of the encoder and 

decoder networks uses 2 channel attention blocks (CAB) [3]. Also, each skip connection 

between encoder and decoder uses 2 CABs. The CAB block incorporates Conv-RELU-Conv 

structure and Squeeze-and-Excitation block (SE) [28] with the residual connection. It reweights 

the input feature map by emphasizing more informative channels. The 3rd stage employs a 

single-scale original-resolution subnetwork (ORSNet) [3] and aims to generate spatially 

informative features without downsampling and upsampling operations. It contains 3 original-

resolution blocks (ORB) [3]. Each ORB is a residual group with 8 CABs followed by a 

convolution layer. 

The supervised attention module (SAM) [3] and the cross-stage feature fusion (CSFF) [3] 

mechanism are employed to control the information flow between two consecutive stages. The 

SAM module uses the ground-truth supervisory image. It generates attention maps to suppress 

the less informative features of the current stage and to propagate only the more informative ones 

to the next stage. The CSFF mechanism propagates the intermediate contextualized features of 

the previous stage to the next stage. It aims to compensate for the information loss due to 

repeated upsampling and downsampling operations performed in the first and second stages. 

Thus, the SAM module and CSFF mechanism allow the ORSNet to combine the generated 

spatially informative features with the contextually informative features of the previous stage 

and allow the MPRNet to produce both contextually and spatially enriched features in its 3rd 

stage. 

 

 

Fig. 2. The architecture of the proposed method. Please, zoom in for the best view. 

Feature Transformation Module. The feature transformation module refines the contextually 

and spatially enriched features generated by MPRNet [3] before propagating them to the super-

resolution module. It contains a CAB block followed by a convolutional layer. A CAB block is 

applied on MPRNet generated features to emphasize the more informative features for SR and 

suppress the less informative ones. Since the third stage of MPRNet operates on 128 channels, a 

convolutional layer transforms the CAB-generated features by decreasing the number of 

channels from 128 to 64. It aims to achieve a trade-off between computational complexity and 

accuracy for the SR. 
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Super-resolution Module. The super-resolution module takes the transformed features as 

input and employs a single-scale pipeline to reconstruct the HR sharp image. The image SR 

problem can be treated as a process to recover the high-frequency information (like regions full 

of edges) as much as possible since the low-frequency information is less informative (like 

uniform regions). Thus, the abundant low-frequency information can be forwarded to the final 

HR output with relatively less processing. Inspired by RCAN [8], a residual-in-residual (RIR) 

structure is exploited to bypass the abundant low-frequency information via long and short skip 

connections and make the network focus on learning the high-frequency information. The RIR 

structure stacks 17 residual groups (RG), where each residual group contains 10 residual multi-

scale channel attention blocks (RMS-CAB) followed by a convolution layer (see Fig. 3). After 

the RIR structure, the pixel-shuffling layer [29] follows to upscale the spatial resolution of the 

features four times. Then a convolutional layer is used to generate a colored image from 64 

channels. 

 
 

Fig. 3. The RMS-CAB block and MS-CAM [22] block. Please, zoom in for the best view. 

 

The employed RMS-CAB block is inspired by CAB [3]. It consists of a Conv-RELU-Conv 

structure and MS-CAM [22] block with the residual connection. Different from CAB, it employs 

MS-CAM [22] block instead of SE block [28] to aggregate both the local and global feature 

contexts. The SE and MS-CAM blocks aim to capture the interdependencies among feature 

channels and reweight them by amplifying the more informative channels and suppressing the 

less informative ones. In contrast to the SE block, the MS-CAM block captures the information 

from the globally distributed large and locally distributed small objects, while the SE block 

ignores the signals present in small objects. The MS-CAM block employs global and local 

branches (see Fig. 3) to implement the channel attention in two scales. The global branch applies 

a global average pooling operation and calculates the mean value for each channel to capture the 

channel-wise feature statistics globally. Then two point-wise convolutions follow with RELU 

activation between them. Unlike the global branch, the local branch operates on the original 

spatial resolution and does not exploit the global average pooling operation. The features 

generated by two branches are aggregated via broadcasting addition. Then a sigmoid activation 

follows, and the final features are element-wise multiplicated with the input. 

Training Strategy and Loss Function. The whole network can be trained jointly from 

scratch, but this approach causes sub-optimal results. The reason is that for the most part of the 

joint training, the deblurring module will generate blurry results, which will hamper the training 

process of the SR module. As a result, the network will not learn the exact mapping between 

blurry LR and sharp HR images. Since it would be beneficial for the SR module to operate on 

deblurred features, a simple and effective training strategy is exploited, consisting of three 

phases. 

In the first training phase, only the deblurring module (MPRNet) is trained. The MPRNet 

generates LR deblurred image at each stage, denoted as (�̂�1, �̂�2 , �̂�3 ). Since, in the proposed 
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architecture, the third stage of the MPRNet does not produce a deblurred image, a convolutional 

layer is added to generate the �̂�3  image for the training phase only. The deblurring loss is 

defined as 

ℒDB =  ∑ ℒchar(L̂s , L) + λ𝑒𝑑𝑔𝑒 ∗ ℒedge(L̂s, L)

3

s=1

 , 
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1

N
∑ √||L̂𝑠

𝑖 − L𝑖||2 +  ε2

𝑁

𝑖=1

 , 

ℒedge =  
1

N
∑ √||ΔL̂𝑠

𝑖 − ΔL𝑖||2 +  ε2

𝑁

𝑖=1

 , 

where ℒDB denotes the deblurring loss, N is the number of training images, and L is the bicubic 

downsampled version of the ground-truth HR image. As in [3], ℒchar and ℒedge denote the 

Charbonnier loss [31] and the Edge loss [3], Δ denotes the Laplacian operator. ε and λ𝑒𝑑𝑔𝑒  were 

empirically set to 10−3 and 0.05, respectively. 

In the second training phase, only the SR module is trained (including the transformation 

module) by employing the pre-trained frozen deblurring module. It is beneficial for the SR 

module since, in contrast to joint training from scratch, it starts to operate on fully processed 

deblurred features and does not have to deal with blurry features now. To preserve the structural 

details, like edges, the combination of pixel-wise and gradient losses (ℒpixel and ℒgrad) is 

employed as in [16]: 

ℒpixel =
1

N
∑‖Ĥ𝑖 − H𝑖‖

1

𝑁

𝑖=1

 , 

ℒgrad =
1

N
∑‖∇Ĥ𝑖 − ∇H𝑖‖

1

𝑁

𝑖=1

 , 

ℒSR = ℒpixel +  λ𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑑 ℒgrad , 

 

where Ĥ and H are the reconstructed and ground-truth high-resolution images, respectively. ℒSR 

denotes the SR loss, ∇ is the image gradient operator and λ𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑑  is set to 0.1  as in [16]. 

In the last training phase, the deblurring module is unfrozen, and the whole network is 

trained jointly. The deblurring loss is employed only in the first and second stages of the 

MPRNet. This trick aims to force the third stage of MPRNet to pay more attention to generating 

the SR features during the last phase of the training.  The following combination of loss 

functions is exploited 

ℒ = ℒSR +  αℒDB, 

where α was empirically set to 0.5 as in [13]. 

Implementation Details. The REDS dataset [32] is used to train the proposed network. It 

contains 24.000 training images, 3000 validation images, and 3000 testing images. The 

validation dataset is used for quantitative evaluations since the ground-truth images of the testing 

set are not available. The size of the LR blurry and ground-truth HR images is equal to 320x180 

and 1280x720, respectively. 
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The proposed method is trained with the three-phase training strategy as discussed above. 

The training patch size for the blurry LR and ground-truth HR images is 64x64 and 256x256, 
respectively, which are randomly cropped from the training set. Randomly horizontal and 

vertical flips are applied combined with rotation for data augmentation. The Adam optimizer 

[33] is used with parameters 𝛽1 = 0.9, 𝛽2 = 0.999 and 𝜖 = 10−8. The initial learning rate and 

the batch size for the three phases of training are set to (10−4, 10), (10−4, 3), and (10−5, 3), 

respectively. During the training of each phase, the learning rate was gradually modified to 

obtain the best results. The network is trained and evaluated on a single ‘NVIDIA GeForce GTX 

1660 Ti with Max-Q Design’ GPU. 

At the test time, the TLSC mechanism [7] is applied to the whole network to address the issue 

of statistics distribution shift between the training and testing phases. The local window size of 

TLSC was empirically set to 96x96. The proposed method takes about 1.1 seconds to recover a 

1280x720 size HR image from the 320x180 size LR blurry input. 

 

4. Results  

The proposed network is evaluated on the REDS validation dataset [32] both quantitatively and 

qualitatively. The PSNR [17] / SSIM [18] scores are calculated using the computation codes 

released by [16] for a fair comparison. 

Table 1 summarizes the quantitative comparison results between the existing methods on the 

Val300 [16] dataset derived from the REDS validation set by sampling each tenth image from 

the validation set.  

Table 1: Quantitative comparison results on the Val300 dataset [16]. * denotes the results cited from [16], 

# denotes the self-ensemble strategy [12].  

Methods Bicubic* GFN* RCAN* 

[MPRNet 

+ 

RCAN] * 

[SRN 

+ 

RCAN] * 

Shoyan 

et al 
CNLRN 

Proposed 

method 

PSNR 23.848 26.635 27.338 27.550 27.610 27.164 
27.770 / 

27.922# 

27.620 /  

27.740# 

SSIM 0.6481 0.7447 0.7661 0.7740 0.7745 0.7610 
0.7784 / 

0.7813# 

0.7735 / 

0.7760# 

 

As shown in Table 1, the PSNR score of the SR method RCAN [8] is at least 0.29dB less than 

the proposed method since the blur degradation hampers the performance of SR techniques. The 

existing SR methods [8-10] employ only a single-scale pipeline, which fails to extract the 

contextual information to remove the blur degradation. The joint method GFN [14] does not 

perform well since the SR branch operates on the blurry LR image. The joint method proposed 

by Shoyan et al. [13] generates promising results (see Fig. 1, Fig. 4), but their reconstruction 

module is not large enough to fully reuse the contextually and spatially enriched features 

extracted from MPRNet [3]. The cascaded approaches of deblurring and SR methods (MPRNet 

[3] + RCAN [8], SRN [2] + RCAN [8]) still obtain less PSNR/SSIM scores than the proposed 

method since they employ the Squeeze-and-Excitation mechanism [28]. In contrast, the proposed 

method exploits the benefits of MS-CAM [22] blocks to better process the relatively small 

structures present in the LR blurry image. The joint method CNLRN [16] obtains higher 

PSNR/SSIM results than the proposed method. However, the CNLRN [16] fails to reconstruct 

enough sharpness for relatively small structures in the LR blurry image and generates smoothed 
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texture details, as shown in Fig. 4. The self-ensemble strategy [12] is also employed to increase 

the performance of the proposed method by running the model on 8 augmented LR images 

followed by inverse transformation and averaging, resulting in 27.740/0.7760 dB PSNR/SSIM 

scores, respectively. 
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Fig. 4. Qualitative comparison results on the validation dataset. Please, zoom in for the best view. 
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Table 2: Quantitative comparison results on the REDS [32] validation dataset. 

Methods CNLRN PDAN EDPN 
Proposed 

method 

PSNR 27.828 27.890 28.010 27.660 

SSIM 0.7794 0.7798 0.8203 0.7745 

#Params 83․06M 61.00M 13.34M 34.12M 

 

Table 2 summarizes the quantitative comparison results for the proposed method and three top-

ranked methods in NTIRE 2021 [15] challenge (CNLRN [16], PDAN [20], EDPN [21]). The 

methods were evaluated on the REDS [32] validation set. The results of PDAN [20] and EDPN 

[21] were cited from their papers. As shown in Table 2, the proposed method obtains less 

PSNR/SSIM scores than the other methods, but it has fewer parameters (~34M) and, therefore, 

less computational complexity compared to CNLRN (~83M) and PDAN (~61M). It makes the 

model more applicable in scenarios when computational resources are limited. It should be 

mentioned that the results of PDAN are not reproducible since the source code, pre-trained 

model, and network implementation details are not publicly available. It also refers to EDPN 

since no pre-trained model is provided, while the publicly available source code is one of the 

authors’ ablation studies. 

The qualitative comparison results on the REDS validation set are demonstrated in Fig. 4. As 

it is shown, the CNLRN [16] and the method proposed by Shoyan et al. [13] fail to recover the 

small structures present in the LR blurry image. Instead, the proposed method successfully 

removes the complex motion blur from the relatively small structures and reconstructs fine 

texture details. As shown, unlike the other methods, the HR image generated by this method is 

closer to the ground-truth HR image. 

 

5. Ablation Study 

The ablation experiments were performed on the Val300 dataset. Table 3 summarizes the effect 

of different modifications in terms of PSNR [17] / SSIM [18] metrics on the RGB channel for 

the proposed method. The baseline model employs only the deblurring and transformation 

modules followed by upsampling layer [29]. As a Model-1, the SR module is added to the 

baseline model with 12 RGs, each containing 10 RMS-CAB blocks followed by a convolution 

layer.  

Table 3: Ablation study on the Val300 dataset [16]. 

Modifications 
Models 

Baseline Model-1 Model-2 Model-3 

Baseline     

120 RMS-CAB     

170 RMS-CAB     

TLSC     

PSNR 27.098 27.453 27.501 27.620 

SSIM 0.7530 0.7696 0.7713 0.7735 
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This change brings ~0.36dB improvement in terms of PSNR. When the number of RGs is 

increased to 17, the PSNR score is improved from 27.453dB to 27.501dB (Model-2). Finally, the 

TLSC mechanism [7] is employed on the whole network (Model-3) at the test time, achieving a 

27.620dB score in terms of PSNR. 

The models were trained with the proposed three-phase training strategy by gradually 

modifying the learning rate to obtain the best results. 

To show the effect of the proposed training strategy, the Model-1 is trained jointly from 

scratch. It achieves 27.371dB in terms of PSNR, about 0.08dB less than the same model trained 

with the proposed three-phase training strategy. 

 

 

6. Conclusion 

This paper proposes an end-to-end single branch architecture to reconstruct a sharp HR image 

from the given motion blurry LR image. The proposed method reuses the contextually and 

spatially enriched features extracted from the MPRNet [3] in the super-resolution subnetwork. 

The super-resolution subnetwork is designed based on MS-CAM [22] blocks. A three-phase 

training strategy is exploited where a pre-trained frozen deblurring module is used as a feature 

extractor to train the SR module. The deblurring module is unfrozen in the last phase of the 

training. Experiments show that, unlike the other methods, the proposed method successfully 

removes the complex motion blur from the relatively small structures and reconstructs fine 

texture details. The source code and the pre-trained model are available at 

https://github.com/misakshoyan/joint-motion-deblur-and-sr. 
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Պատկերից շարժման հետևանքով առաջացած շաղվածության 

հեռացում և պատկերի կետայնության բարձրացում՝ 

օգտագործելով շերտային ուշադրության բազմամասշտաբ 

մոդուլները 

Միսակ Տ․ Սհոյան  

 Հայաստանի Ազգային Պոլիտեխնիկական Համալսարան 

e-mail: misakshoyan@gmail.com 

Ամփոփում 

Վերջին տասնամյակում խորը փաթույթային նեյրոնային ցանցերը զգալիորեն 

զարգացրել են պատկերի կետայնության բարձրացման մեթոդները՝ 

վերակառուցելով պատկերի կառուցվածքային և տարածական իրատեսական 

մանրամասներ։ Պատկերի կետայնության բարձրացման դասական խնդիրներում 

ենթադրվում է, որ ցածր կետայնության պատկերն ունի կետայնության նվազման 

որոշակի դեգրադացիա։ Սակայն, իրական սցենարներում, պատկերի բարդ 

դեգրադացիաներն անխուսափելի են և շարժման հետևանքով առաջացած 

շաղվածությունը պատկերի դեգրադացիայի տարածված տեսակ է, որն առաջանում 

է պատկերի նկարահանման գործընթացում՝ տեսախցիկի կամ տեսարանի շարժման 

հետևանքով։ Այս աշխատանքում առաջարկվում է լրիվ փաթույթային նեյրոնային 

mailto:misakshoyan@gmail.com
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ցանց՝ տրված ցածր կետայնությամբ և շարժման հետևանքով առաջացած 

շաղվածություն պարունակող պատկերներից բարձր կետայնության հստակ 

պատկերներ վերակառուցելու համար։ Շաղվածության հեռացման ենթացանցը 

հիմնված է բազմափուլային պրոգրեսիվ ճարտարապետության վրա, մինչդեռ 

կետայնության բարձրացման ենթացանցը նախագծելու համար օգտագործվում են 

շերտային ուշադրության բազմամասշտաբ մոդուլները։ Կիրառվում է ուսուցանման 

պարզ և արդյունավետ եղանակ, որտեղ նախապես ուսուցանված և սառեցված 

շաղվածության հեռացման մոդուլն օգտագործվում է կետայնության բարձրացման 

մոդուլն ուսուցանելու համար։ Ուսուցման վերջին փուլում շաղվածության 

հեռացման մոդուլը նույնպես ուսուցանվում է։ Կատարված փորձերը ցույց են 

տալիս, որ ի տարբերություն մյուս մեթոդների, առաջարկվող մեթոդը 

վերակառուցում է համեմատաբար փոքր դետալները և կառուցվածքային 

մանրամասները՝ միաժամանակ հաջողությամբ հեռացնելով շարժման հետևանքով 

առաջացած բարդ շաղվածությունը։ Իրականացման կոդը և նախապես 

ուսուցանված մոդելը հասանելի են https://github.com/misakshoyan/joint-motion-deblur-

and-sr կայքում։ 

 Բանալի բառեր՝ Շարժման հետևանքով առաջացած շաղվածության հեռացում, 

կետայնության բարձրացում, շերտային ուշադրություն։ 
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Аннотация 

За последнее десятилетие глубокие сверточные нейронные сети значительно 

продвинули методы увеличения разрешения одного изображения, реконструируя 

реалистичные текстурные и пространственные детали. В классических задачах 

увеличении разрешения изображения предполагается, что изображение с низким 

разрешением имеет определенную деградацию понижения разрешении. Однако, в 

реальных сценариях, сложные деградации изображения неизбежны, и размытие 

изображения вызванное движением является распространенным типом деградации, 

которое происходит в процессе съемки изображения из-за движения камеры или сцены. В 

этой работе предлагается полностью сверточная нейронная сеть для реконструкции 

четких изображений с высоким разрешением из заданных размытых изображений 

вызванных движением с низким разрешением. Подсеть удаления размытости основана на 

https://github.com/misakshoyan/joint-motion-deblur-and-sr
https://github.com/misakshoyan/joint-motion-deblur-and-sr
mailto:misakshoyan@gmail.com
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многоступенчатой прогрессивной архитектуре, в то время как подсеть увеличения 

разрешения разработана с использованием многомасштабных модулей внимания каналов. 

Используется простая и эффективная стратегия обучения, в которой предварительно 

обученный и замороженный модуль удаления размытости используется для обучения 

модуля увеличения разрешения. Модуль удаления размытости размораживается на 

последнем этапе обучения. Эксперименты показывают, что, в отличие от других методов, 

предлагаемый метод реконструирует относительно небольшие структуры и текстурные 

детали, успешно удаляя сложное размытие вызванное движением․ Код реализации и 

предварительно обученная модель общедоступны по адресу 
https://github.com/misakshoyan/joint-motion-deblur-and-sr. 

Ключевые слова: Удаление размытости вызванной движением, увеличениe 

разрешения, внимание канала. 

https://github.com/misakshoyan/joint-motion-deblur-and-sr
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Abstract

In this paper, we present deep learning-based approaches for the task of emotion
recognition in voice recordings. A key component of the methods is the representation
of emotion categories in a sentiment-arousal space and the usage of this space repre-
sentation in the supervision signal. Our methods use wavelet and cepstral features as
efficient data representations of audio signals. Convolutional Neural Network (CNN)
and Long Short Term Memory Network (LSTM) architectures were used in recognition
tasks, depending on whether the audio representation was treated as a spatial signal or
as a temporal signal. Various recognition approaches were used, and the results were
analyzed.
Keywords: Voice emotion recognition, Sentiment-arousal space, Spectral features,
Speech sentiment classification.
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1. Introduction

In this work, we address the problem of emotion recognition from voice recordings. Recogniz-
ing emotion from voice can have various real-world applications, such as in recommendation
systems, security systems, customer services, etc. Defining the recognition task formally, we
want to come up with a model F , such that given a voice recording X in some representation,
the model will give us a mapping F (X) = y, where y is some descriptor of the recognized
emotion from the audio signal. Now, the question is, what space does y belong to? Is it
discrete or continuous, and how are emotion values organized in this space? To answer these
questions, we utilize a sentiment-arousal space described in the paper, which allows us to
tackle the recognition task in different approaches, depending on how we use this space for
defining the set of y values.

Previous methods for the voice emotion recognition problem include SVM-based classifi-
cation algorithms [1], which also consider visual data of the facial expression of the speaker
as an additional signal, as well as Deep Neural Network Extreme Learning method with an
efficient performance on small datasets [2].
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We use Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC) and Continuous Wavelet Trans-
forms (CWT) for representing audio signals in spectral features. Convolutional Neural Net-
works (CNN) and Long Short Term Memory Networks (LSTM) were used as deep learning
model architectures.

2. Datasets

In our work, we used 3 databases of labeled voice recordings: Surrey Audio-Visual Ex-
pressed Emotion (SAVEE) [3], Ryerson Audio-Visual Database of Emotional Speech and
Song (RAVDESS) [4], and Toronto Emotional Speech Set (TESS) [5]. The databases are
comprised of voice recordings of individuals who pronounce a statement with an exerted emo-
tion, which is the label of the given voice recording. The emotion labels in the RAVDESS
database are: “neutral”, “calm”, “happy”, “sad”, “angry”, “fearful”, “disgust”, “surprised”.
TESS and SAVEE datasets have the same emotion labels except the “calm” one. The dis-
tribution of samples and labels of the databases are summarized in Table 2 and in Table
1.

Table 1: Number of voice recordings per emotion label across all databases.

Neutral Calm Sad Fear Anger Surprises Happiness Disgust

616 192 652 652 652 652 652 652

Table 2: Summary of datasets used.

Database Num of Recordings Num of Actors Emotion Labels

RAVDESS 1440 24 8

SAVEE 480 4 7

TESS 2880 2 7

3. Method

3.1 Feature Extraction

The first step in data preparation is resampling the voice recording signal in a certain sam-
pling rate. As the signal in interest is human voice, which is known to lie in frequency ranges
4-10 Khz, we chose 22.05 Khz sampling rate. The resampled signal includes the human voice
signal along with some possible frequency variations, which can be caused by possible pro-
nunciation of high frequency sounds, such as fricatives. As a result, we obtain a temporal
signal representation of the voice recording, which at a given time point shows the amplitude
of air pressure oscillations from 0 frequency.

3.1.1 Fourier Representation

A temporal signal x(t) can be represented as a combination of periodic functions of varying
frequencies [6]
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x(t) =
∫ ∞

−∞
X(w)ejwtdw,

where w denotes the frequency of the periodic function. Having the coefficients X(w) is
equivalent to having the original signal x(t), and these coefficients are used as a represen-
tation of the signal in frequency domain. Such a representation is obtained by the Fourier
Transform operation [6]. Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) is the discrete equivalent of
Fourier Transform, which we leverage for representing our discrete resampled signal x[n] of
length k in frequency space through coefficients / intensities X[k] for each frequency k [7]:

X[k] =
K∑

n=1

x[n]e−i2πkn/N ; 1 ≤ k ≤ K.

Usually, representing the entire discrete signal x(t) with Fourier coefficients can result in
loss of temporal resolution, since having a Fourier representation for the entire signal does
not include changes of the signal in small temporal windows. For obtaining higher resolution
in temporal domain, Short-Time Fourier Transform (STFT) [6] of a signal is used in some
of the approaches, which basically calculated Fourier coefficients of the signal in temporal
windows.

3.1.2 Continuous Wavelet Transform

The continuous wavelet transform is a method of analyzing the frequency components of a
signal at specific time intervals. The advantage that CWT has over STFT is that it solves
the problem of trade-off between frequency resolution and time resolution. When performing
an STFT on a signal, one has to choose the window length for dividing the signal into sub-
signals and performing DFT on each window, meaning that the larger the window size is
set, a higher frequency resolution (the frequency components are better explained for the
signal as a whole) and a lower time resolution (the changes of frequencies across time are
not explained well) is obtained. The opposite holds as well: STFT with a smaller window
size has higher time resolution but lower frequency resolution. CWT solves this problem of
trade-off by representing the signal at different frequency scales, larger scale corresponding
to lower frequencies, and lower scales to higher ones. At smaller scales, the signal is divided
into smaller time windows, and lower frequency information is extracted, resulting in higher
temporal resolution but lower frequency resolution. At larger scales, the signal is divided
into larger time intervals, and higher frequency information is processed, resulting in higher
frequency resolution but lower temporal resolution.

CWT makes use of wave-like functions called wavelets, and, at each step of the algo-
rithm, the original signal is convolved by the wavelet function for deriving the corresponding
frequency-domain value. The requirements for a function f(t) to be considered a wavelet
function as follows (complex wavelets are not considered in this paper, the following condi-
tions relate to the real-valued wavelet qualifications only) [8]:

E =
∫ ∞

−∞
|f(t)|2dt < ∞,where E is termed as the energy of f,

∫ ∞

0

|F (k)|2

k
dk < ∞,where F (k) is the Fourier transform of f.
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The most commonly used wavelet functions are Gaussian wave, Mexican hat, Haar and
Morlet [8], the latter of which we utilized in speech signal processing (visualized in Fig. 1.)

Fig. 1. Morlet wavelet function.

After choosing the wavelet function Φ(t), the CWT of the signal x(t), denoted as T (a, b),
is computed as follows:

T (a, b) =
1√
a

∫ ∞

−∞
x(t)Φ

(
t− b

a

)
dt,

where a is the scale at which the signal is processed, and b indicates the time interval at
which the signal is convoluted with the wavelet function. An example of a heatmap resulting
from CWT is visualized in Fig. 2.

3.1.3 Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients

Another representation of audio signals that our methods use are Mel-frequency ceptstral
coefficients (MFCC). MFCCs represent a temporal signal by cepstral energy coefficients at
specific time intervals. The motivation of using MFCCs is to represent a signal by features
that replicate the perception of audio signal by a human ear. Such representation is obtained
by processing the signal with cepstral filters across frequency scales, the length of which is
directly proportional to the scale of the frequency [9].

The resulting MFCC representation of a signal is given as a function Pi(k), the output
of which is the value of k-th cepstral coefficient at i-th temporal frame index. An example
of an extracted MFCC feature is demonstrated in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 2. Sample CWT heatmap of an audio signal.

3.2 Technical Details

For the extraction of audio signal features described in section 3.1, we use the “librosa“
library for python [10]. “Pytorch“ was used as a deep learning library for training our models
[11]. The architectural details of each model are described in their respective sections.

3.3 Recognition Approaches

Having the labeled audio signals and their feature representations from CWT and MFCC, the
next step is designing a method for emotion recognition from those signals. Following [12],
the approach that this work relies on is using a sentiment-arousal space of emotions, which
is depicted in Fig. 4. The idea is to come up with an intuitive 2-dimensional organization
space of emotions by defining 2 axes: the arousal axis, and the positivity axis. By assigning
these 2 values to every emotion label, we come up with an intuitive organization of emotion
values in this space, as demonstrated in Fig. 4.

Having the sentiment-arousal space allows us to come up with different emotion recogni-
tion approaches, such as defining each quadrant of the 2D space as a classification label (i.e.,
whether the emotion is active-positive, active-negative, passive-positive, or passive-negative),
or viewing the sentiment-arousal space as a continuous one, and solving the recognition task
as a regression problem. In the upcoming sections, we show each of such approaches used
along with the corresponding extracted features and the neural network architecture.

To the best of our knowledge, our proposed methods are the first try on tackling the
problem in the specified setups. An exception is the setup of classification in sentiment-
arousal space using CWT features and CNNs, where we compare to a method that has some
of its aspects of setup shared with ours.
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Fig. 3. Sample MFCC representation of a voice recording signal.

3.4 Architectures and Results

3.4.1 Mapping Emotion to Continuous Sentiment-Arousal Space

Table 3: Mapping of emotion values in sentiment-arousal continuous space

Emotion Sentiment-Arousal Coordinates

Neutral [0,0]

Calm [0.25,-1]

Sad [-0.75,-0.5]

Happy [1,0.75]

Angry [-0.75,1]

Fear [-1,0.25]

Disgust [-0.25,0.25]

Surprise [0.25,1]

U. 1

An interesting approach that we can take towards the voice emotion recognition task is
using the sentiment-arousal dimensions for defining a continuous space of emotion values,
and solving a regression problem of emotion prediction. Specifically, for each emotion label
coming from the datasets, we define sentiment and arousal values, as described in Tab. 3,
which results in the organization of emotion values in a continuous sentiment-arousal space.
Thus, the objective of the problem can be defined as:

L(ŷ) =
1

2
(ŷ − y)T (ŷ − y) + λ

∑
w∈W

w2,

where ŷ is the predicted point in the continuous space, y is the point in the 2D space
corresponding to the ground-truth emotion label. W is the set of the trainable parameters,
and thus the last term serves as a regularization to the optimization problem.
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Fig. 4. The dimensions of the sentiment-arousal space, and how different

emotions are organized in the space.

For solving the resulting regression task, we utilize MFCC features of audio recordings as
inputs. We use CNN architecture for the model, which is shown in Fig. 5. Average pooling
of size (2x2) is used for downsampling between the layers. The last layer is a fully connected
layer that maps the flattened output of convolutional layers to the 2-dimensional sentiment-
arousal space. Each layer has 32 output channels. The first layer has kernels of size (10x3),
which is followed by a layer with (5x5) and a layer with (3x3) kernel sizes. Between layers,
leaky relu activation function was used.

Fig. 5. CNN architecture used for the continuous emotion recognition task.

Fig. 6 shows the output of the model on voice recordings with the corresponding emotion
labels. In the majority of cases, the network correctly identifies both the sentiment and
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arousal of speech. It rarely fails to identify both components and it can at least identify
the arousal of the speech. One of the shortcomings we see is that the significant proportion
of the recordings with a ”happy” label were identified as negative by the network. On the
contrary, fear, disgust, anger and sadness were correctly positioned in the space. This, as also
pointed out in the previous sections, shows us that the network is struggling to determine
the positivity, but is good at differentiating between active and passive emotions.

Fig. 6. Performance of the CNN model on the continuous emotion recognition task.

3.4.2 Classification Using Sentiment-Arousal Space: LSTM with MFCCs

First, we solve a classification problem defined by the quadrants of the sentiment-arousal
space. We use the extracted MFCC features as our input, and, viewing MFCC’s as temporal
signals, we use LSTMs [13] as our neural network architecture. Only the first 40 cepstral
coefficients were considered. The datasets used were RAVDESS and TESS datasets (in some
scenarios, only RAVDESS was considered.) For all classification models, for a single audio
recording, given its ground-truth label values {y1, y2, ..., yn} and the estimated label values
{ŷ1, ..., ŷn}, the objective function is:

L = −
∑
i

yi log(ŷi) + λ
∑
w∈W

w2,

where W is the set of all trainable weights.

There were 4 scenarios of splitting the dataset into train and test subsets: 1. 10% testing
and 90% training (standard), 2. all the recordings of the first 2 actors as the test dataset
and the rest as the train 3. all the recordings of the first 3 actors as the test dataset and the
rest as the train, 4. all the recordings of the first 4 actor as the test dataset and the rest as
the train. The architecture of LSTM model depicted in Fig. 7 was used for all scenarios. A
dropout layer with probability p=0.3 was used.

The results of the experiment are summarized in Tab.4.
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Fig. 7. The architecture of the trained LSTM model.

Table 4: Classification Results of LSTM model on different scenarios

Zones Data separation Datasets Train acc. Test acc. AUC

4 zones standard RAVDESS 96.30% 67.36% −
4 zones 2 new actors RAVDESS 96.13% 74.16% −
Arousal zones standard RAVDESS 97.76% 87.14% 0.91

Arousal zones 2 new actors RAVDESS 99.54% 90.83% 0.94

Arousal zones 3 new actors RAVDESS+TESS 94.23% 86.11% 0.91

Arousal zones 4 new actors RAVDESS+TESS 98.40% 83.33% 0.87

Arousal zones 2 new actors RAVDESS+TESS 95.63% 93.30% 0.97

Sentiment zones standard RAVDESS 98.30% 80.00% 0.81

Sentiment zones 2 new actors RAVDESS+TESS 96.89% 84.14% 0.91

Sentiment zones 3 new actors RAVDESS+TESS 93.69% 79.44% 0.84

From the results, we can see that the model managed to learn meaningful representations
from the supervision signal. Since the same LSTM architecture gave performance for all
classification scenarios, it indicates that the architecture is a good fit considering the datasets
available. Also, the results indicate that the performance was good in classifying the arousal
level of the speech, but classifying positivity is a bigger challenge for the model. This can
be explained by the fact that MFCCs represent the energy amount in the signal in specific
frequency or cepstral ranges, and, intuitively, larger amounts of energies correspond to higher
arousal level. However, both negative and positive emotions can correspond to a high arousal
level (i.e., surprised and angry), but it is harder to say how energy features can distinguish
the positivity of a given speech.

3.4.3 Classification Using Sentiment-Arousal Space: CNN with CWT

The next experiment that we conducted is solving the problems of arousal level classification
and positivity classification with CWT as inputs, and using CNN as the neural net archi-
tecture. Only RAVDESS dataset was considered in this experiment, and it was divided into
a 10% test and 90% train datasets in both classification problems. Fig. 8. illustrates the
architecture of CNN used for the classification tasks. Dropout with p=0.4 was used between
each convolutional layer to prevent overfitting. Leaky ReLU was used as an activation func-
tion between layers and for preventing vanishing gradients. The results of the experiment
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are summarized in Fig. 9 and in Tab. 5.

Table 5: Classification results of CNN model trained on CWT data

Zones Train accuracy (%) Test accuracy (%) AUC

Arousal zones 98.70 83.76 0.84

Sentiment zones 87.76 75.71 0.77

Fig. 8. CNN model architecture used for the CWT-based classification tasks.

As noted in the previous experiment, the models encounter the difficulty of classifying
the positivity of the speeches.

[14] proposes methods for classifying arousal and sentiment in speech. They use the
DEAP database [15], and their setup considers only “happiness“, “sadness“ and “cheer-
fulness“ emotional labels. In their 2-label classification setting (high/low arousal; posi-
tive/negative sentiment), the arousal classification and sentiment classification accuracies
are 61.23% and 92.19%, respectively, which are comparable results to our method.

4. Conclusion

This work proposes methods for solving voice emotion recognition tasks based on deep
learning models. Audio signals were represented by features resulting from MFCC and CWT
transforms. A pivotal component in the approaches is defining a 2D sentiment-arousal space,
where the emotion values are organized in an intuitive way, allowing to define the recognition
problem within this space either as a classification or a regression. The main challenge
identified in all the proposed methods was the difficulty of recognizing the positivity aspect
of the recordings, a possible explanation to which is the absence of such information in the
features used, which mainly encode energies corresponding to frequency ranges. Overall,
the results indicate that the models manage to learn features meaningful for the emotion
recognition task. As one of the main challenges was the scarcity of labeled data, possible
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Fig. 9. ROC curves of the CNN classifier.

future directions include the use of data augmentations on voice recordings, as well as self-
supervised approaches for learning semantic representations of the audio signals and fine-
tuning those features for emotion recognition task, which doesn’t require any labeled data.
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Àííîòàöèÿ

Â ýòîé ñòàòüå ïðåäñòàâëåíû îñíîâàííûå íà ãëóáîêîì îáó÷åíèè ïîäõîäû ê
çàäà÷å ðàñïîçíàâàíèÿ ýìîöèé â çàïèñÿõ ãîëîñà. Êëþ÷åâûì êîìïîíåíòîì ýòèõ
ìåòîäîâ ÿâëÿåòñÿ ïðåäñòàâëåíèå êàòåãîðèé ýìîöèé â âàëåíòíî-âîçáóæäåííîì
ïðîñòðàíñòâå, è èñïîëüçîâàíèå ýòîãî ïðîñòðàíñòâà â êà÷åñòâå îáó÷àþùåãî
ñèãíàëà. Íàø ìåòîä èñïîëüçóåò âåéâëåòíûå è êåïñòðàëüíûå ïðèçíàêè äëÿ
ýôôåêòèâíîãî ïðåäñòàâëåíèÿ àóäèîñèãíàëà. Äëÿ çàäà÷è ðàñïîçíàâàíèÿ áûëè
èñïîëüçîâàíû ñâåðòî÷íûå íåéðîííûå ñåòè (CNN) è ñåòè äîëãîé êðàòêîñðî÷íîé
ïàìÿòè (LSTM). Àðõèòåêòóðà âûáèðàëàñü â çàâèñèìîñòè îò òîãî, êàêèì
îáðàçîì áûë ïðåäñòàâëåí ñèãíàë - â ïðîñòðàíñòâåííîì èëè âðåìåííîì âèäå.
Áûëè èñïîëüçîâàíû ðàçëè÷íûå ïîäõîäû ê çàäà÷å ðàñïîçíàâàíèÿ, è áûëè
ïðîàíàëèçèðîâàíû ðåçóëüòàòû.

Êëþ÷åâûå ñëîâà: ðàñïîçíàâàíèå ýìîöèé â ãîëîñå, âàëåíòíî-âîçáóæäåííîå
ïðîñòðàíñòâî, êåïñòðàëüíûå ïðèçíàêè, êëàññèôèêàöèÿ íàñòðîåíèÿ ãîëîñà.
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Abstract

The problem of ensuring privacy is relevant in connection with the development
of big data technologies. One of the modern and most promising methods of privacy
protection is the differential privacy. In this paper the differential privacy applications
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1. Introduction

Big Data is an actual research topic because it provides new opportunities with data anal-
ysis for businesses and organizations to improve the decision making power. Various large
companies, such as Facebook, Apple, Amazon and Google infiltrate users’ personal lives and
social interactions to accumulate huge databases at any time, which violates people’s privacy.
Along with the growth of data, it is necessary to develop new methods and means that will
allow people to remain confidential.

A number of research articles are devoted to the study of Big data privacy, in the surveys
[1] - [3] one can find detailed information and a full list of publications. In the role of
information theory in the field of big data privacy is surveyed in [4].

There are various methods of confidentiality that allow for large-scale data analysis,
statistical analysis, data (text) excavation, etc., while ensuring the privacy of individual
participants. The most reliable approach is the Differential Privacy (DP).

DP is a modern approach to cyber security, where proponents argue that personal data
is much better protected than traditional methods. DP is a strict mathematical definition
of privacy [5], [6]. In the simplest terms, consider an algorithm that analyzes a dataset and
calculates its statistics. It is said that such an algorithm is differentially private, if looking at
the output, one cannot say whether anyone’s data was included in the original database or
not. In other words, the guarantee of a differential algorithm is that its behavior is unlikely
to change when an individual joins or leaves a database. Anything that an algorithm can

48
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retrieve in a database that contains some individual information is almost as likely to come
from a database without that individual information.

Most importantly, this guarantee is reserved for any individual and any dataset. There-
fore, no matter how strange someone’s details are, and no matter how much someone’s details
are in the database, the guarantee of differential confidentiality is still maintained. This pro-
vides a formal guarantee that individual-level information about database participants will
not be leaked.

DP protects an individual’s privacy by adding a few random noises to the database when
analyzing the data [7]. Simply put, identifying personal information based on the results of
the analysis by presenting noise will not work. However, after adding noise, the result of the
analysis turns into an approximation, not an accurate result, which would be obtained only if
it were conducted on a real database. In addition, it is possible that if the differential private
analysis is performed several times, it may yield different results each time the randomness
of the noise is presented in the databases.

In this article we discuss the application of DP by big companies such as Apple, Google,
IBM. We study the libraries developed by Google, IBM and a package for R developed by
Benjamin I. P. Rubinstein, called Brubinstein‘s diffpriv package, and analyze the capabilities
and tools in them.

2. Usage of differential privacy

It is worth noting that DP works better on larger databases. The reason is that as the
number of individuals in a database increases, so does the impact of any individual on a
given aggregate statistic. DP can be applied to everything from warranty systems and social
networks to deployment-based services. Example:

• Apple employs DP to accumulate anonymous usage insights from devices like iPhones,
iPads and Mac.

• Amazon uses DP to access user’s personalized shopping preferences while covering
sensitive information regarding their past purchases.

• Facebook uses it to gather behavioral data for target advertising campaigns without
defying any nation’s privacy policy.

• There are various variants of differentially private algorithms employed in machine
learning, game theory and economic mechanism design, statistical estimation, and
many more.

2.1 Apple

Apple has mastered and developed a technique known in academia as local differential privacy
to do something very interesting: gain insight into what many Apple users are doing while
helping to protect the privacy of individual users. It’s a technique that allows Apple to learn
about the community of users without knowing about individuals in the community [8]. DP
transforms the information shared with Apple before it ever leaves the user’s device, so that
Apple can never reproduce the actual data. The DP technology used by Apple is rooted in
the idea that statistical noise, which is a bit biased, can disguise a user’s personal information
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before it is shared with Apple. If many people share the same data, the added noise may on
average exceed a large number of data points, and Apple can see that meaningful information
is emerging. DP is used as the first step in a data analysis system that includes strong privacy
protection at every stage. The system is opt-in and designed to ensure transparency to the
user. The first step is to privatize information using local differential privacy on the user’s
device. The purpose of the privatization is to ensure that Apple’s servers do not receive
clear data. Device specifications are removed from the data and transmitted to Apple via
an encrypted channel. Apple Analytics system ingests differential private contributions,
droping IP addresses and other metadata. The final step is consolidation, where customized
protocols are developed to calculate relevant statistics, and the consolidated statistics are
then shared with Apple’s respective teams. Both ingestion and consolidation phases take
place in a restricted environment, so even privatized data is not widely available to Apple
employees. Apple’s implementation of DP includes the idea of a perdonation privacy budget
(measured by parameter ϵ), and imposes a strict limit on the amount of data transmitted
by a user to maintain their privacy. The fact is that the slightly biased noise used in DP
tends to outperform a large number of investments on average, which theoretically allows
us to determine user activity information over a large number of views per user (although
it is important to note that Apple does not associate any characteristic with information
collected through DP). Apple uses local differential privacy to help protect the privacy of
users’ activities over a period of time, while gaining insight that improves intelligence and
usability of features such as:

• QuickType suggestions,

• Emoji suggestions,

• Lookup Hints,

• Safari Energy Draining Domains,

• Safari Autoplay Intent Detection (macOS High Sierra),

• Safari Crashing Domains (iOS 11),

• Health Type Usage (iOS 10.2).

For each feature, Apple seeks to reduce the privacy budget while collecting enough data
for Apple to improve the features. Apple stores the collected data for a maximum of three
months. The sent data does not include any identifiers and the IP addresses are not stored.
For Lookup Hints, Apple uses a privacy budget with ϵ = 4 and limits the sending of user
data to twice a day. For Emoji, Apple uses a privacy budget with ϵ = 4 and requires a one-
time daily data submission. For QuickType, Apple uses a privacy budget with ϵ = 8 and
collects data to twice a day. For Health Type Usage, Apple uses a privacy budget of ϵ = 2
and limits the sending of user data to once a day. The submitted data does not include the
health information itself, but what types of health data are edited by the users. For Safari,
Apple limits the transfer of user data twice a day. For Safari domains, which are known to
cause high power consumption or crashes, Apple uses a single privacy budget with ϵ = 4.
For Safari Auto-play intentional detection, Apple uses a privacy budget of ϵ = 8.

Apple uses the Count Mean Sketch technique for DP, with which the initial information
that is processed for sharing with Apple is encrypted using a number of hash functions,
making easy the data representation in different sizes of a fixed matrix.
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The data is encrypted using the SHA-256 account variants, followed by the privatization
step, and then written to a chart matrix, the values of which originate from zero.

The noise injection step works as follows: after encoding as a vector function, each
coordinate of the vector is then bent (written as an incorrect value) with a probability of

1/(1 + eϵ/2),

where ϵ is the privacy parameter. This ensures that the analysis of the collected data
cannot distinguish real values from deviated values, helping to ensure the confidentiality of
the shared information. To stay within the privacy budget, the Apple OS does not send the
entire chart matrix to the server, but only a random array of matrices. When the information
encoded in the graphical matrix is sent to Apple, the Apple server presents the responses of
all the devices that share the information and subtracts the average value for each element
of the array. Although each presentation contains a lot of random elements, the average
value of a large number of presentations gives Apple meaningful data.

The Hadamard Count Mean-based Sketch technology uses the noise injection method,
which is similar to the method used in the Count Mean Sketch method, but with one impor-
tant difference. It uses a type of mathematical operation called converting the Hadamard
base to hashed encoding before performing the privatization step. Also, it only sends 1 bit
randomly instead of the whole series, as in the Count Mean Sketch technique. This reduces
communication costs by 1 bit due to some accuracy.

For each feature, Apple seeks to make the privacy budget small while still collecting
enough data to enable Apple to improve the features. Apple retains the collected data for
a maximum of three months. The donations do not include any identifier, and IP addresses
are not stored.

2.2 Google

Google DP repository contains libraries to generate ϵ- and (ϵ, δ)-differentially private statis-
tics over datasets. It contains the following tools.

• Privacy on Beam is an end-to-end DP framework built on top of Apache Beam. It is
intended to be easy to use, even by non-experts.

• Three ”DP building block” libraries in C++, Go, and Java implement basic noise
addition primitives and differentially private aggregations. Privacy on Beam is imple-
mented using these libraries.

• A stochastic tester is used to help catch regressions that could make the DP property
no longer hold.

• A DP accounting library is used for tracking privacy budget.

• Google DP repository includes a command line interface for running differentially pri-
vate SQL queries with ZetaSQL. You can use the Privacy on Beam laboratory to
generate differential private data [9].

Currently, the DP building block libraries support the following algorithms:
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Table 1: Google DP library algorithms [9].

Algorithm C++ Go Java
Laplace mechanism Supported Supported Supported
Gaussian mechanism Supported Supported Supported

Count Supported Supported Supported
Sum Supported Supported Supported
Mean Supported Supported Supported

Variance Supported Supported Planned
Standard deviation Supported Supported Planned

Quantiles Supported Supported Supported
Automatic bounds approximation Supported Planned Planned
Truncated geometric thresholding Supported Supported Supported

Laplace thresholding Supported Supported Supported
Gaussian thresholding Planned Supported Supported

Implementations of the Laplace and Gaussian mechanism use secure noise generation.
These mechanisms can be used to perform computations that aren’t covered by the algo-
rithms implemented in our libraries. The DP building block libraries are suitable for research,
experimental or production use cases, while the other tools are currently experimental and
subject to change [10].

2.3 IBM DP library

IBM differential-privacy-library is comprised of four major components:

1. Mechanisms. These are the building blocks of DP, and are used in all models that
implement DP. Mechanisms have little or no default settings, and are intended for use
by experts implementing their own models. They can, however, be used outside of
models for separate investigations, etc.

2. Models. This module includes machine learning models with DP. Diffprivlib currently
has models for clustering, classification, regression, dimensionality reduction and pre-
processing.

3. Tools. Diffprivlib comes with a number of generic tools for differentially private data
analysis. This includes differentially private histograms, following the same format as
Numpy’s histogram function.

4. Accountant. The BudgetAccountant class can be used to track the privacy budget and
calculate the total privacy loss using advanced composition techniques [11].

2.4 Brubinstein‘s diffpriv package in R (library)

Brubinstein‘s diffpriv R package implements generic mechanisms for DP, along with sensi-
tivity sampler that replaces exact sensitivity bounds with empirical estimates. As a result,
diffpriv privatizes a wide range of procedures under random DP, automatically, without
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mathematical analysis and in many cases achieving high utility. Diffpriv is available from
[12] under an open-source license. Brubinstein‘s diffpriv package makes privacy-aware data
science in R easy. It implements the formal framework of DP: differentially-private mecha-
nisms can safely release computed statistics, models fit, or arbitrary structures derived on
privacy-sensitive data to untrusted third parties. Due to the worst-case nature of the frame-
work, mechanism development typically requires involved theoretical analysis. diffpriv offers
a turn-key approach to DP by automating this process with sensitivity sampling in place of
theoretical sensitivity analysis [13].

Fig. 1. Privately releasing a simple target function of privacy-sensitive input data X.

3. Conclusion

We investigated the implementation of DP by Apple, Google, IBM, as well as a package
developed by Benjamin I. P. Rubinstein for R. As a result we can mention that Apple actively
uses differential privacy in its systems, but does not provide open source libraries. The Google
library is convenient for use with scripts written in C ++, Go, Java programming languages
and allows the implementation of a number of algorithms, such as Laplace mechanism,
Gaussian mechanism, Variance, Standard deviation, etc. IBM differential privacy library
is written in python language and is more convenient to use in a python environment.
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Brubinstein‘s diffpriv allows the implementation of the differential privacy process in R,
which is open for various environments and algorithms. This research is useful for developing
new DP applications and libraries.
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Abstract

The paper deals with the issue of determining the degree of fuzzy regularity of
a crisp string. It is assumed that the concept of fuzzy regularity is formalized by a
pattern given as a finite automaton with fuzzy properties of alphabet characters on
transitions. Proceeding from this, we replace the problem of determining the degree
of fuzzy regularity of a crisp string with the problem of determining the degree of
belonging of such a string to the language of the corresponding automaton and propose
an effective method for solving it using the dynamic programming approach.

The solution to the considered problem makes it possible to fuzzify the set of
strings in a given alphabet based on a pattern defining fuzzy regularity. This work is
a continuation of the author’s previous works related to finding occurrences of a fuzzy
pattern in the text. It may have applications in the field of pattern recognition, data
clustering, bio-informatics, etc.
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1. Introduction

This paper refers to the definition of a degree of fuzzy regularity of a crisp string in a given
alphabet. To formalize the concept of fuzzy regularity, we use the highest degree of matching
of such a string to the elements of a given set of periodical sequences of fuzzy properties of
the alphabetic characters. We treat this set of sequences as a matching pattern.

As we noted, the sequences of fuzzy properties included in the pattern must have a
certain periodicity. To achieve this goal, we propose to define the matching pattern as
a finite automaton with fuzzy properties of alphabetic characters on transitions. As the
pumping lemma states, any sufficiently large sequence of fuzzy properties accepted by such
an automaton will be periodic with a period size not exceeding the number of states of
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the automaton. Thus, in the concept we propose, the problem of determining the fuzzy
regularity of a crisp string is defined as a problem of determining the degree of belonging
such a string to the language of a fuzzy automaton.

It should be noted that the concept of a fuzzy automaton, which we use as a pattern
for determining the regularity, is somewhat different from the one generally accepted in
the literature. For example, in the concept of a fuzzy automaton used in [1] and [2], the
automaton states and the alphabetic characters are assumed to be crisp, while the start and
final states as well as the transitions of the automaton are assumed to be fuzzy. A review of
the results on fuzzy automata in their various interpretations, as well as the fuzzy languages
they accept (including automaton analysis and synthesis, minimization, closure properties,
etc.) is given in [3].

The problem of determining the regularity of a string is widely used in pattern recogni-
tion, where it is often necessary to detect regularities in strings encoding images [4]. Such
regularity is not always specified precisely, so we have to deal with a fuzzy regularity. The
concept of fuzzy regularity can also be used in the area of fuzzy data clustering [5], which
deals with grouping elements into fuzzy clusters, a particular case of which is fuzzy sequence
labeling [6].

The investigation on fuzzy regularity of a string that we propose in this paper continues
our previous research in the field of fuzzy string matching [7], [8], [9]. The problem of
splitting a string into adjacent segments to best match the pattern, which is a sequence of
fuzzy properties of substrings, was considered in [10], [11]. In this paper, we concretize the
concept of a fuzzy property of a substring, defining it as the degree of belonging the substring
to the language of a fuzzy automaton.

The paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 presents the concepts of a fuzzy symbol and a finite automaton over a set

of fuzzy symbols, called a fuzzy automaton. Section 3 considers the problem of matching a
crisp string with a pattern given by a fuzzy automaton and provides an efficient algorithm for
determining the degree of matching based on the dynamic programming approach. Finally,
the conclusion summarizes the obtained results.

2. Preliminaries

2.1 Fuzzy Symbols

Suppose that (L,≤,⊗, 0, 1) is a finite linearly ordered set of measures with the smallest
element 0, the largest element 1, and the monotonic accumulation operation ⊗ such that L
is a commutative monoid with unit element 1 and zero element 0. That is, for all a, b, c ∈ L

a⊗ 0 = 0, a⊗ 1 = a, a ≤ b ⇒ a⊗ c ≤ b⊗ c.

In our further considerations, we will assume that the maximum over the empty set of L -
values is equal to 0.

According to [12], the fuzzy subset X of the universal set U is defined by the membership
function µX : U → L that associates with each element u ∈ U the value µX(u) ∈ L,
representing the degree of belonging u to X. A fuzzy subset X of U can be represented by
the additive form

X =
∑
u∈U

u/µX(u).
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We say that an element u ∈ U certainly belongs to X if µX(u) = 1, and it certainly does
not belong to X if µX(u) = 0. Conversely, if 0 < µX(u) < 1, then we say that u belongs to
X with degree µX(u).

Given an alphabet Σ of characters, we define a fuzzy symbol α over Σ as a fuzzy subset
of Σ. Given a character x ∈ Σ and a fuzzy symbol α over Σ, we say that x matches
α with degree µα(x). This definition can be extended in the usual way to equal length
sequences of characters and fuzzy symbols, respectively. That is, for a set of fuzzy symbols
Ξ, x = x1...xn ∈ Σ∗ and ω = ω1...ωn ∈ Ξ∗, we define the matching degree of x to ω as the
L-value

µω(x) =

{
µω1(x1)⊗ ...⊗ µωn(xn), if x ̸= ϵ,
1, if x = ϵ.

Example 1 . Suppose Σ = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7} and the measures are rational numbers that
belong to the segment [0, 1] with the accumulation operation defined as multiplication. Define
the fuzzy symbols S (small), M (middle) and L(large) to be the following fuzzy subsets of
Σ:

• S = 1/1 + 2/0.9 + 3/0.6 + 4/0.3 + 5/0.1 + 6/0 + 7/0,

• M = 1/0 + 2/0.25 + 3/0.75 + 4/1 + 5/0.75 + 6/0.25 + 7/0,

• L = 1/0 + 2/0 + 3/0.1 + 4/0.3 + 5/0.6 + 6/0.9 + 7/1.

Let x = 35634, ω1 = SMLSM , ω2 = MLMSL. Then

• µω1(x) = µS(3)⊗ µM(5)⊗ µL(6)⊗ µS(3)⊗ µM(4) = 3
5
· 3
4
· 9
10

· 3
5
· 1 = 243

1000
,

• µω2(x) = µM(3)⊗ µL(5)⊗ µM(6)⊗ µS(3)⊗ µL(4) =
3
4
· 3
5
· 1
4
· 3
5
· 3
10

= 81
4000

.

2.2 Fuzzy Automaton

Given a finite set Ξ of fuzzy symbols over the alphabet Σ, we define a fuzzy automaton
as a deterministic finite automaton using symbols from Ξ on transitions. That is, a fuzzy
automaton is a 5-tuple A = (Q,Ξ, δ, qin, F ), where

• Q is the finite non-empty set of states,

• δ ⊆ Q× Ξ → Q is the transition function,

• qin ∈ Q is the initial state,

• F ⊆ Q is the set of final states.

Let
h = p0−→α1 p1−→α2 ... −→αn pn, n ≥ 0,

be a path leading from the state p0 ∈ Q to the state pn ∈ Q in the diagram of the fuzzy
automaton A. We say that the path h generates a sequence α = α1...αn ∈ Ξ∗ of fuzzy
symbols. We define the language L(A) ⊆ Ξ∗ of the automaton A as the set of all sequences
of fuzzy symbols generated by all paths leading from the initial state to a final state. For
k ≥ 0 we denote by L(A)/k the set of all k-length strings in L(A).

Given a string x ∈ Σ∗ and a fuzzy automaton A, we say that x matches A with degree
µA(x), if

µA(x) = max{µω(x)| for all ω ∈ L(A)/|x|}
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Example 2 . Let x = 56364, |x| = 5, Ξ = {S,M,L}, A is the fuzzy automaton in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. A fuzzy automaton

Listed below are all the strings in L(A)/5:

ω1 = SMMMM, ω2 = SMLMS, ω3 = SLMSM, ω4 = LMSMM, ω5 = LMLMS.

Note that

µA(x) = max{µω1(x), µω2(x)µω3(x), µω4(x), µω5(x)} = max
{
µSMMMM(56364), µSMLMS(56364),

µSLMSM(56364), µLMSMM(56364), µLMLMS(56364)
}
= max

{(
1

10
· 1
4
· 3
4
· 1
4
· 1

)
,(

1

10
· 1
4
· 1

10
· 1
4
· 3

10

)
,
(
1

10
· 9

10
· 3
4
· 0 · 1

)
,
(
3

5
· 1
4
· 3
5
· 1
4
· 1

)
,
(
3

5
· 1
4
· 1

10
· 1
4
· 3

10

)}
=

= max
{

3

640
,

3

16000
, 0,

9

400
,

9

8000

}
=

9

400
.

3. Calculation of Fuzzy Regularity

3.1 The Fuzzy Regularity Determination Problem

Let Σ be a finite alphabet of characters, Ξ be a finite set of fuzzy symbols over Σ, P be a
fuzzy automaton over Ξ called a fuzzy regularity pattern (or, in short, a regularity pattern).

For a given x ∈ Σ∗, we define the (x, P) - matching problem as the problem of determining
the value µP (x). We assume that this value represents the degree of fuzy regularity of the
crisp string x according to the regularity pattern P .

3.2 Recursive Solution

Let P = (Q,Ξ, δ, qin, F ) be a regularity pattern, q ∈ Q.
Let us denote Pq = (Q,Ξ, δ, q, F ) the regularity pattern obtained from P by replacing the

initial state qin with the state q. The value µPq(x), representing the solution to the (x, Pq) -
matching problem for the string x and the regularity pattern Pq, let us denote µP (q, x). In
particular, we have that µP (qin, x) = µP (x).
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Theorem 1: (Optimal substructure of the (x, Pq) - matching problem)

1. x = ϵ ⇒ [ If q ∈ F then µP (q, x) = 1 else µP (q, x) = 0].

2. x = ax′ ⇒ [µP (q, x) = max{µα(a)⊗ µP (q
′, x′)| for all δ(q, α) = q′}].

Proof: The first statement is obvious.

The second statement follows from

[x = ax′] ⇒
[µP (q, x) = max{µα(a)⊗ µω(x

′)| δ(q, α) = q′, α ∈ Ξ, ω ∈ L(Pq′)] ⇒
[µP (q, x) = max{µα(a)⊗ µP (q

′, x′)| for all δ(q, α) = q′}].

Theorem 1 implies the following recurrent equation for calculation µP (q, x):

µP (q, x) =

{
(q ∈ F )?1 : 0, if x = ϵ,
max{µα(a)⊗ µP (q

′, x′)| for all δ(q, α) = q′}, if x = ax′.

Direct calculation of the value of µP (q, x) using this formula will be inefficient due to
overlapping subproblems. In order to get a more efficient solution, let us apply the dynamic
programming approach.

3.3 Dynamic Programming Solution

Suppose Q is represented as an m-tuple < q1, ..., qm >, so that qin = q1. For 1 ≤ i ≤ m, 1 ≤
j ≤ n+ 1, let us denote s[i, j] = µP (qi, x[j..n]) (we assume that x[n+ 1..n] = ϵ).

The optimal substructure of the (x, Pq) - matching problem dictates the following recur-
rent equation for calculating s[i, j]:

s[i, j] =

{
qi ∈ F )?1 : 0, if j = n+ 1,
max{µα(x[j])⊗ s[k, j + 1]| for all δ(qi, α) = qk}, if 1 ≤ j ≤ n.

(1)

Note that the (x, P ) - matching problem can be represented as the problem of determining
the value s[1, 1] = µP (x).

For q ∈ Q, let us denote out(q) = {(α, p)|δ(q, α) = p }, which is the set of pairs consisting
of states and fuzzy symbols corresponding to transitions outgoing from q.

The algorithm in Fig. 2 presents the process of calculating the matrix {s[i, j]|, 1 ≤ i ≤
m, 1 ≤ j ≤ n+ 1} of matching degrees according to formula (1):
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Fig. 2. Building the matrix of matching degrees

The solution to the (x, P ) - matching problem, presented in Fig. 3, is simply reduced to
extracting the value s[1, 1] from the matrix s.

Fig. 3. Determination of fuzzy regularity

Example 3 . The matrix s of matching degrees, constructed by the Calculate−Matching−
Degrees algorithm on the input x = 56364 and the regularity pattern in Fig. 1, is presented
in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4. Memoization results
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In line with Determine − Fuzzy − Regularity algorithm, the value s[1, 1] = 9
400

is the
solution to the (x, P ) - matching problem for the string x = 56364 and regularity pattern
in Fig. 1, which is consistent with the result obtained in Example 2. According to our
approach, this value determines the degree of fuzzy regularity of the crisp string x based on
the pattern P .

3.4 Analysis

To estimate the complexity of the proposed solution to the (x, P )-matching problem, let us
assume that there are k transitions in the graph of the m-state fuzzy automaton P , and that
this graph is represented as an array A[1..m] such that A[i] = out(qi), 1 ≤ i ≤ m.

In this case, the construction of the previous column of the matrix s in lines 5-12 of
the Calculate−Matching−Degrees algorithm takes time O(1 + k) and, consequently, the
construction of the entire matrix s for a string of length n takes time O(n(1 + k)). As a
result, the instruction in line 1 of the Determine − Fuzzy − Regularity algorithm runs in
O(n(1 + k)) time. The instruction in line 2 of this algorithm obviously runs in O(1) time,
which makes the time complexity of the Determine− Fuzzy−Regularity algorithm equal
to O(n(1 + k)).

For an n-length string x and an m-state regularity pattern P , the algorithm uses O(mn)
extra memory to represent the matrix s[1..m, 1..n+ 1] of matching degrees.

4. Conclusion

The problem of determining the fuzzy regularity of a crisp string has been considered in this
paper, where the concept of fuzzy regularity is formalized by means of a finite automaton
with fuzzy properties of alphabet characters on transitions. Using the dynamic programming
approach, we propose a solution to this problem with

O(n(k + 1)) time complexity, and

O(mn) space complexity,

where n is the length of the input string; m and k are the number of states and the number
of transitions of the automaton, respectively.

The proposed algorithm can be used in the field of pattern recognition, data clustering,
DNA analysis, etc.
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Abstract

In this paper, we investigate the proof complexities of a special type of tautologies,
which are described as tautologies consisting of implications and literals. In particular,
we prove that the proof of this kind of tautologies can be polynomially reduced to the
proof of tautologies consisting of formulas that are described by sign-alternating trees.
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1. Introduction

One of the most fundamental problems of the proof complexity theory is to find an efficient
proof system for classical propositional calculus. There is a widespread understanding that
polynomial-time computability is the correct mathematical model of feasible computation.
According to the opinion, a truly effective system should have a polynomial-size p(n) proof
for every tautology of size n. In [1], Cook and Reckhow named such a system a super system.
They showed that NP = coNP iff there exists a super system. It is well known that many
systems are not super. This question about the Frege system, the most natural calculi for
propositional logic, is still open.

In many papers, some specific sets of tautologies are introduced, and it is shown that
the question about polynomially bounded sizes for Frege-proofs of all tautologies is reduced
to an analogous question for a set of specific tautologies. In particular, Lutz Strasburger
introduced in [2] the notion of balanced formulas and showed that if there are polynomially
bounded Frege proofs for the set of balanced tautologies, then the Frege systems are super.
An analogous result for some other class of tautologies is proved in [3].

In this work, we introduce formulas that can be described by sign-alternating trees (sat
formulas) and show that the proofs of tautologies that contain only ⊃ and ¬ symbols,
where ¬ is used only in literals, can be polynomially reduced to proofs of specific formulas
constructed from sat formulas.

65
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2. Main Notions and Notations

We will use the current concepts of a classical tautology, Frege proof systems for classical
propositional logic, proof and proof complexity [1]. Let us recall some of them.

A Frege system F uses a denumerable set of propositional variables, a finite, complete
set of propositional connectives; F has a finite set of inference rules defined by a figure of the
form A1A2...An

B
(the rules of inference with zero hypotheses are the axioms schemes); F must

be sound and complete, i.e., for each rule of inference A1A2...An

B
every truth-value assignment,

satisfying A1A2...An, also satisfies B, and F must prove every tautology.
The particular choice of a language for the presented propositional formulas is immaterial

in this consideration. However, for some technical reasons, we assume that the language
contains propositional variables, logical connectives ¬,∧,∨,⊃ and parentheses (, ). Note
that some parentheses can be omitted in generally accepted cases.

By |φ| we denote the size of a formula φ, defined as the number of entries of all logical
signs in it. It is obvious that the full size of a formula, which is understood to be the number
of all symbols is bounded by some linear function in |φ|.

In the theory of proof complexity, the two main characteristics of the proof are: t-
complexity (length), defined as the number of proof steps, l -complexity (size), defined as the
sum of sizes for all formulas in the proof (formal definitions are, for example, in [4]).

Let ϕ be a proof system and φ be a tautology. We denote by lϕφ(t
ϕ
φ) the minimal possible

value of l -complexity (t-complexity) for all ϕ-proofs of tautology φ.
Let M be some set of tautologies.

Definition 1: We call the ϕ-proofs of tautologies from a set M l-polynomially (t-
polynomially) bounded if there is a polynomial p such that lϕφ ≤ p(|φ|) (tϕφ ≤ p(|φ|)) for
all φ from M .

Definition 2: We call the ϕ-proofs of tautologies from a set M l-linearly (t-linearly) bounded
if there is a linear function f such that lϕφ ≤ f(|φ|) (tϕφ ≤ f(|φ|)) for all φ from M .

Now we’ll give the definition of sat formulas and prove some lemmas, which are necessary
for proving the main result.

Definition 3: We’ll say that a formula is described by a sign-alternating tree (sat formula)
if it satisfies the following rules.

1. it’s a literal

2. has a form r ∧ (T1 ∨ T2), where r is a literal and T1, T2 are sat formulas

Lemma 1: For any formulas A,B,C, the following formulas have polynomially bounded
proofs.

1. A ≡ (C ⊃ A) ∧ (¬C ⊃ A)

2. A ⊃ (B ⊃ A)

3. (¬A ⊃ (B ⊃ A)) ≡ (¬A ⊃ ¬B)

4. ¬¬A ≡ A
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5. A ⊃ (B ⊃ C) ≡ A ∧B ⊃ C

6. A ∧ ¬A ∧B ⊃ C

7. A ∧B ⊃ A

8. ¬(A ⊃ B) ≡ A ∧ ¬B

9. A ⊃ (B ∧ C) ≡ (A ⊃ B) ∧ (A ⊃ C)

10. A ⊃ (B ⊃ C) ≡ B ⊃ (A ⊃ C)

11. A ⊃ (A ⊃ B) ≡ A ⊃ B

12. (A ⊃ B) ∧ (C ⊃ B) ≡ (A ∨ C) ⊃ B

The proof is trivial as all the formulas are tautologies and have fixed length proofs, so
the proof complexities may be assumed to be linearly bounded.

Lemma 2: Tautologies of the form

A ⊃ (B1 ⊃ ...(Bn−1 ⊃ (Bn ⊃ A))...)

have polynomially bounded proofs.

Proof. We can prove the tautology above by the following steps.

A ⊢ A

A ⊢ A ⊃ (Bn ⊃ A) 2nd formula of Lemma 1

A ⊢ (Bn ⊃ A) modus ponens

A ⊢ (Bn ⊃ A) ⊃ (Bn−1 ⊃ (Bn ⊃ A))

A ⊢ (Bn−1 ⊃ (Bn ⊃ A)) modus ponens

...

A ⊢ (B1 ⊃ ...(Bn−1 ⊃ (Bn ⊃ A))...)

The number of proof steps is linearly bounded and the size of each formula in proof is also
linearly bounded, so the proof is polynomially bounded.

Lemma 3: Tautologies of the form

d1 ⊃ (d2 ⊃ (... ⊃ dk)...)

where d1, d2, ..., dk are literals, have polynomially bounded proofs.

Proof. After applying the operation of replacement by an equivalent formula (k − 2)
times using the 5th formula of Lemma 1, we get:

d1 ⊃ (d2 ⊃ (... ⊃ dk)...) ≡ d1 ∧ d2 ∧ ... ∧ dk−1 ⊃ dk

In this case, if there exist 1 ≤ i, j,≤ k − 1 such that di = ¬dj then replacing them with
equivalent formulas using the 6th formula of Lemma 1, we’ll get a polynomially bounded
proof, or if there exist such 1 ≤ i ≤ k − 1 such that di = dk then replacing it with equiv-
alent formulas using the 7th formula of Lemma 1, we’ll get a polynomially bounded proof,
otherwise the formula isn’t a tautology.
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3. Main Result

Definition 4: Any propositional formula A is called sat-constructed if it is in the following
form: A = ¬(T1 ∧ T2 ∧ ... ∧ Tn), where Ti(1 ≤ i ≤ n) are sat formulas.

Theorem 1: Let M be the set of all sat-constructed tautologies. If proofs of formulas from
the set M are l-polynomially (t-polynomially) bounded, then proofs of all tautologies contain-
ing only ⊃ and ¬ symbols, where ¬ is used only in literals, are l-polynomially (t-polynomially)
bounded.

Proof. We need to prove that any tautology A containing only ⊃ and ¬ symbols, where
¬ is used only in literals, can be reduced to a sat-constructed tautology in polynomially
bounded number of steps and length.

If the number of implications in the formula is bounded by, let’s say, 3, then it can
be reduced to ¬(p1 ∧ ¬p1), and the reduction complexity will be constant which is also a
polynomial. We now assume that formula A contains more than 3 implications. A can be
expressed in the following form:

A = (S1 ⊃ ...(Sc−1 ⊃ (Sc ⊃ q1))...) (1)

where Si(1 ≤ i ≤ c) are sub-formulas and q1 is a literal. We can replace A with an
equivalent formula using the 1st formula of Lemma 1 and get (q1 ⊃ A) ∧ (¬q1 ⊃ A). The
first half has a polynomially bounded proof by Lemma 2.

For the second half, we can apply the operation of replacement by an equivalent formula
using the 3rd formula of Lemma 1 and get:

¬q1 ⊃ (S1 ⊃ ...(Sc−1 ⊃ (Sc ⊃ q1))...) ≡ ¬q1 ⊃ (S1 ⊃ ...(Sc−1 ⊃ ¬Sc)...)

So the proof of A has been polynomially reduced to the proof of ¬q1 ⊃ (S1 ⊃ ...(Sc−1 ⊃
¬Sc)...). If Sc is a literal, then we can repeat the same process for the formula we got.
After some repetitions, we’ll end up either with a tautology d1 ⊃ (d2 ⊃ (... ⊃ dk)...), where
di(1 ≤ i ≤ k) are literals. This tautology has a polynomially bounded proof by Lemma 3.
Or we’ll end up with the following formula:

d1 ⊃ (d2 ⊃ ... ⊃ (dm ⊃ (U1 ⊃ ...(Uk ⊃ ¬F )...))...) (2)

where di(1 ≤ i ≤ m) are literals and F is not a literal.
Suppose F = F1 ⊃ F2, applying the replacement by an equivalent formula using the 8th

formula of Lemma 1, we’ll get:

d1 ⊃ (d2 ⊃ ... ⊃ (dm ⊃ (U1 ⊃ ...(Uk ⊃ ¬F )...))...) ≡
d1 ⊃ (d2 ⊃ ... ⊃ (dm ⊃ (U1 ⊃ ...(Uk ⊃ (F1 ∧ ¬F2))...))...)

Applying the operation of replacement by an equivalent formula multiple times using the
9th formula of Lemma 1, we’ll get:

d1 ⊃ (d2 ⊃ ... ⊃ (dm ⊃ (U1 ⊃ ...(Uk ⊃ (F1 ∧ ¬F2))...))...) ≡
d1 ⊃ (d2 ⊃ ... ⊃ (dm ⊃ (U1 ⊃ ...(Uk ⊃ F1)...))...)∧
d1 ⊃ (d2 ⊃ ... ⊃ (dm ⊃ (U1 ⊃ ...(Uk ⊃ ¬F2)...))...)
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So, after polynomially bounded number of steps, we reduced the proof of A to the proof
of two formulas, the first one of which has the form (1) and the second one has the form (2).
Repeating the same process for these formulas, we’ll get l tautologies, and the proof of A
will be reduced to the proof of these tautologies:

d11 ⊃ (d12 ⊃ ... ⊃ (d1m1
⊃ (d1 ⊃ (d2 ⊃ ... ⊃ (dm ⊃ (U1 ⊃ ... ⊃ ¬Uk))...)))...)

d21 ⊃ (d22 ⊃ ... ⊃ (d2m2
⊃ (d1 ⊃ (d2 ⊃ ... ⊃ (dm ⊃ (U1 ⊃ ... ⊃ ¬Uk))...)))...)

...

dl1 ⊃ (dl2 ⊃ ... ⊃ (dlml
⊃ (d1 ⊃ (d2 ⊃ ... ⊃ (dm ⊃ (U1 ⊃ ... ⊃ ¬Uk))...)))...)

where di1, d
i
2, ..., d

i
mi
(1 ≤ i ≤ l) are literals. There are no repetitions among

di1, d
i
2, ..., d

i
mi
, d1, ..., dm, otherwise we can keep a single one of each repetition - replacing

by equivalent formulas using the 10th and 11th formulas of Lemma 1. We may also assume
that there are no variable repetitions, because if a variable and it’s negation are present,
then the formula can be polynomially proved. So we can assume that all the literals among
di1, d

i
2, ..., d

i
mi
, d1, ..., dm are different and all the variables are also different and so the number

of those literals doesn’t exceed |A|. Also note that each time a new formula was generated
an implication from F was removed, so l < |F | < |A|.

Applying the operation of replacement by an equivalent formula using the 10th formula
of Lemma 1, we’ll get the following form for our l formulas:

C1 = d2 ⊃ (d3 ⊃ ... ⊃ (dm ⊃ (d1 ⊃ (d11 ⊃ ... ⊃ (d1m1
⊃ (U1 ⊃ ... ⊃ ¬Uk))...)))...)

C2 = d2 ⊃ (d3 ⊃ ... ⊃ (dm ⊃ (d1 ⊃ (d21 ⊃ ... ⊃ (d2m2
⊃ (U1 ⊃ ... ⊃ ¬Uk))...)))...)

...

Cl = d2 ⊃ (d3 ⊃ ... ⊃ (dm ⊃ (d1 ⊃ (dl1 ⊃ ... ⊃ (dlml
⊃ (U1 ⊃ ... ⊃ ¬Uk))...)))...)

At this point, we’ve reduced the proof of A to the proof of C1∧C2∧ ...∧Cl polynomially.
Applying the operation of replacement by an equivalent formula using the 9th formula

of Lemma 1, we’ll get:

C1 ∧ C2 ∧ ... ∧ Cl ≡ d2 ⊃ (d3 ⊃ ... ⊃ (dm ⊃ (C ′
1 ∧ C ′

2 ∧ ... ∧ C ′
l))...)

where

C ′
1 = (d1 ⊃ (d11 ⊃ ... ⊃ (d1m1

⊃ (U1 ⊃ ... ⊃ ¬Uk))...))

C ′
2 = (d1 ⊃ (d21 ⊃ ... ⊃ (d2m2

⊃ (U1 ⊃ ... ⊃ ¬Uk))...))

...

C ′
l = (d1 ⊃ (dl1 ⊃ ... ⊃ (dlml

⊃ (U1 ⊃ ... ⊃ ¬Uk))...))

Applying the operation of replacement by an equivalent formula using the 5th formula
of Lemma 1, we’ll get the following form for above formulas:

C ′
1 = d1 ∧ d11 ∧ ... ∧ d1m1

⊃ (U1 ⊃ ... ⊃ ¬Uk)

C ′
2 = d1 ∧ d21 ∧ ... ∧ d2m2

⊃ (U1 ⊃ ... ⊃ ¬Uk)

...

C ′
l = d1 ∧ dl1 ∧ ... ∧ dlml

⊃ (U1 ⊃ ... ⊃ ¬Uk)
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Applying the operation of replacement by an equivalent formula using the 12th formula
of Lemma 1, we’ll get:

C ′
1 ∧ C ′

2 ∧ ... ∧ C ′
l ≡ (d1 ∧ d11 ∧ ... ∧ d1m1

∨ d1 ∧ d21 ∧ ... ∧ d2m1
∨ ...∨

d1 ∧ dl1 ∧ ... ∧ dlm1
) ⊃ (U1 ⊃ ... ⊃ ¬Uk)

Let’s prove that the DNF generated above - (d1 ∧ d11 ∧ ...∧ d1m1
∨ d1 ∧ d21 ∧ ...∧ d2m1

∨ ...∨
d1 ∧ dl1 ∧ ... ∧ dlm1

) is an sat formula.

As we can see, each of the conjunctions includes d1. Note that we can clearly split the
DNF into two subDNF’s - one generated from F1 and the other generated from F2. For
each of F1 and F2, we repeated the same process and so if the generated DNFs from F1 and
F2 are both sat formulas, then the DNF generated above is also an sat formula. Note that
we can make the assumption above, as after finite repetitions of splitting operation, we’ll
reach a literal, which is an sat formula.

At this point, we have polynomially reduced the proof of tautology A to the proof of the
following tautology:

d2 ⊃ (d3 ⊃ ... ⊃ (dm ⊃ (d1 ∧ d11 ∧ ... ∧ d1m1
∨ d1 ∧ d21 ∧ ... ∧ d2m1

∨ ...∨
d1 ∧ dl1 ∧ ... ∧ dlm1

) ⊃ (U1 ⊃ ... ⊃ ¬Uk)...)

By deduction theorem the proof of the above formula is equivalent to the following proof:

d2, ..., dm, (d1 ∧ d11 ∧ ... ∧ d1m1
∨ d1 ∧ d21 ∧ ... ∧ d2m1

∨ ...∨
d1 ∧ dl1 ∧ ... ∧ dlm1

) ⊢ (U1 ⊃ ... ⊃ ¬Uk)...)

Note that all the hypotheses are sat formulas and that we can repeat all the previous
steps on formula (U1 ⊃ ... ⊃ ¬Uk) even though we have some hypotheses. Repeating this
process, the proof of A will be reduced to the proof of the following formula:

T1 ∧ T2 ∧ ... ∧ Tn ⊃ c1,

where Ti(1 ≤ i ≤ n) are sat formulas and c1 is a literal. Note that new Ti-s are generated
only when we consider the last sub-formula of A and then remove it for the next step, so
this guarantees that n ≤ |A|.

Applying the operation of replacement by an equivalent formula using the 1st formula of
Lemma 1, we’ll get:

T1 ∧ T2 ∧ ... ∧ Tn ⊃ c1 ≡ (c1 ⊃ (T1 ∧ T2 ∧ ... ∧ Tn ⊃ c1)) ∧ (¬c1 ⊃ (T1 ∧ T2 ∧ ... ∧ Tn ⊃ c1))

The tautology (c1 ⊃ (T1 ∧ T2 ∧ ... ∧ Tn ⊃ c1)) has a polynomially bounded proof.

We reduced the proof of A to the proof of (¬c1 ⊃ (T1 ∧T2 ∧ ...∧Tn ⊃ c1)). Applying the
operation of replacement by an equivalent formula using the 3rd formula of Lemma 1, we’ll
get:

A ≡ ¬(T1 ∧ T2 ∧ ... ∧ Tn)

All the operations have polynomial complexity. The number of steps is also polynomially
bounded, so the total complexity of reduction is polynomially bounded.
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4 . Co n c lu s io n

In t h is wo r k, we in t r o d u c e d sat fo r m u la s a n d r e d u c e d t h e p r o o fs o f t a u t o lo g ie s c o n t a in in g
o n ly ¾ a n d : s ym b o ls , wh e r e : is u s e d o n ly in lit e r a ls , t o t h e p r o o fs o f sat-constructed
t a u t o lo g ie s in p o lyn o m ia lly b o u n d e d n u m b e r o f s t e p s a n d le n g t h . In ve s t ig a t io n o f p r o o f
c o m p le xit ie s o f sat-constructed t a u t o lo g ie s is in p r o c e s s .
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